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ABSTRACT
Several years ago an experimental re-entry program for
women was initiated at University of Central Florida.

Women

with B.S. degrees in Math or Science dating back 10 and 20
years ago were given a review course in Mathematics, primarily Calculus, preparatory to subsequent courses in their
M.S. programs of study.

The complete course is available

on tape and many students have viewed it since the
course's inception.
This project involed generation of software for testing
the manipulative skills presented in the Calculus review.
A skeleton format is presented which demonstrates all the
features of the different programming modules being developed.

The user has the option of requesting a cross refer-

ence between problems and topics as an aid in selection of
the problems which emphasize those topics deemed most appropriate.

A series of menus direct the student to subproblems

in response to a level of difficulty stipulated.

Each sub-

problem presents the user with a · multiple choice of answers.
A random number generator is used to assure that the same
subproblem produces a different correct answer each time.
Window graphics is used extensively to highlight the
important aspects of each problem as well as a choice of
graphs relating the variables within a specific problem.

A user's manual with detaiLed analytical solutions of
all the problems is available to supplement the software.
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C:HAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Even to people who do not program computers, the
value of computers as tools for many scientific,
engineering, and educational applications is becoming
apparent.

Until recently, the time spent in learning how

to use the computer, writing programs, or training a
programmer often outweighed the benefits of using the
computer.

Typically, someone requiring a series of

calculations needs a set of specific, specially written
programs to have a computer perform the calculations.
Someone in this position might adapt his needs to something
"do-able" with commercially available programs.

If that

is not possible, he must either learn how to write the
necessary programs himself or he must hire and explain his
needs to a computer programmer.

All these options have

long lead times before a program can be used effectively.
Also, unless the person has previous programming experience
and writes the series himself, he will probably have to
compromise his standards and use something that will not
do exactly what he wants.
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The problem selected for this project involves
programming for purposes of using the computer to provide
and aid student instruction in solving technical problems.
The computer aided instruction reinforcement program
chosen for this project is intended for students with
Calculus II background.

It should enhance their math

skills by providing experience with practical problems.
A multiple question-answer technique is used to guide the
student in solving problems.

A cross reference section

provides for quick lookup of a selected subject material.
The program is written in pascal programming language.
Each module within the program is less than fifty lines of
code so it will be easy to expand or modify.

Meaningful

identifiers and parameters usage along the program is
noticeable, where this is a natural avoidance of the side
effect.

The size of the program is limited by disk storage

not available memory on the machine.

An IBM personal

computer with 64k memory, one disk drive, and color monitor
is required to use this program.
Background
A major argument for the use of a computer in education
is its ability to provide individualized instruction to a
large number of students.

The computer can be used to per-

form repetitive tasks and allow an instructor to devote
more time to teaching.

Also, it is argued that the
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computer can enhance learning, especially when used interactively to encourage student participation.

The student

can acquire insight by asking and answering "what if"
questions.

The vital learning experience of inquiry, re-

view and practice can be provided by the tireless computer.
A computer aided approach can be selfpaced and can provide
instant feedback for reinforcement or re-direction.
A first step in developing a computer assisted learning
program is to define goals.
Statement of Problem
Integration of graphics directly into mathematical
procedures and menu driven screen are designed.

A split

screen simultaneously displays statement, graphics, and
graph of the problem.

The program offers practice sessions

and cross reference section.
Significance
The basic system provides three templates.

Memory

managment technique is used for each section.
Expansion of each level can ·be done without changing the
existing ones, eventually this system leads to a complete
reinforcement mathematic package.
Rationale
It is not difficult to see why educators welcomed the
computer when it became small enough and inexpensive enough
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to fit into the budget and learning center of the school
systems.
The computer aided instruction reinforcement program
can be put to effective use in a learning center where
students might develop the ability to follow procedure with
a bit more independence.

In fact, a learning center could

be the medium for preparing students to have the background
information.

The center could be adapted to any level by

adjusting the vocabulary and complexity of the objectives,
directions, and activities.
Limitations
The overall design is completed.

Within cross reference

sections, twenty topics and nine problems are chosen. Topic
and problem names will be changed later.
The first problem from problem section (Ladder) is
coded.

There are fifteen subproblems in three levels

(basic, intermediate, advance) within the ladder problem
where the practice session, graph of all subproblems, and
the picture of the first subproblem are implemented.
Related Programs
Educational software for the IBM personal computer
encompasses two broad categories: software for home use, and
courseware for the classroom.

Home software can range from

learning games aimed at school-age children to training
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programs for adults on popular applications as Lotus 1-2-3,
dBase III, and WordStar.
Courseware is available for classrooms from kindergarten
through grade 12.
The study has shown, that there are only a few
educational software aimed at college-level students.

It is

hoped this program will be a valuable contribution to the
related field.
PLATO computer-based education series are personal
computer products allowing effective computer use without
programming background.

Developed by Control Data Corpor-

ation, PLATO's math series will meet the needs of most
students whether they are planning to specialize in math
or some other area of study.

This series provides a full

spectrum of courses, from very basic math for students
who need extra help to Calculus II for students in math,
science, and engineering.
SAT Math, which provides practice in arithmetic,
algebra, and geometry, is developed by Micro
Lab Inc.

This program is intend.e d for students who wish to

take the SAT test required by most colleges for entrance.
TK! Solver package, developed by Software Arts Inc., is
designed for introductory science students.

It gives

questions, tables, and values for solving problems in high
school and college.

CHAPTER 2
PROCEDURES
This chapter details the hardware and software file
space specifications of the system.

A program listing

is in Appendix A.
Problem Selection
Nine problems were considered for initial design stage.
Where each problem is independent of the other, a problem
can be selected by its given problem number, which appears
on the screen.
Additional problems can be added to this section without
changing the existing ones.

The first problem

(Ladder_Problem) has been implemented; others will be
developed later.
Organization
The program is divided into two sections:
1. problem selection
.
2. cross reference inquiries
Nine problems are considered for intial stage of the design;
additional problems could be added with no modification of
the existing one.

Within each problem three

l~vels

(basic,

intermediate, advanced) of sub-problems are provided where
6
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each level contains from one to six sub-problems.

Addition

of one or more sub-problem requires only a one-line
modification of the program.

The cross reference

inquiries can be selected by problem number or by topic.
System Description
Probably the most important requirement for any program
unit is that it addresses only a single, logically coherent
task.

There are two reasons for keeping modules logically

coherent; the most important has to do with extension
(modification), the second, is the readibility.
shows the first execution level, where

Figure 1

the choices are

"Fl" throuh "F3" keys, problem selection or cross reference
procedures will be invoked upon the selection of "Fl" or
"F2" key respectively.

These two categories are totally

independent of each other.

Up to seven additional units

could be inserted at this level with no modification of the
existing one.
case FunctionKey of
';'
Fl Problem;
'<'
F2-Cross Ref Inquiry;
'='
F3-Quit;end;
{ case end }
Figure 1.

MAIN SELECTION.
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To detect F keys in a program, a sequence of two
characters must be checked, procedure Get_key explains the
sequence in detail.

Figure 2 is a block diagram (tempelate)

of main selection with provision for future unit additions

Start

I
I
I

I
I
I

_,_
I
I

II
I

I
I

Fl I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

- ' - II
F2

I
I
I
I

I
I
I

I
I
I

_,_
I
I

lI
I
I'

I
I

lI

F3
I

I

-'-

I
I

lI

I
I
I

_,_

- ' - II
F4

I

I
I

I
I

I

I

II FlO II

II
I

II

lI End II
I

I

Fl
F2
F3

F4 - FlO

PROBLEM SELECTION
CROSS REFERENCE
QUIT
FUTURE
EXPANSION

Figure 2. MAIN TEMPLATE.

Cross Reference Procedure
Cross reference material can be viewed either by
problems or by topics.

Following are two procedures
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executed upon selection of either "Fl" or "F2" key.

The

"F3" key returns to main call.

1.
2.

Cross Ref Inquiry By Problem;
Cross=Ref=Inquiry=By=Topic;

The Cross_Ref_Inquiry_By_Problem procedure provides each
problem number with appropriate topics covered within that
problem, whereas Cross_Ref_Inquiry_By_Topics permits the
view of a topic with its problem numbers.

Each problem

or topic is displayed separately; the option of continuing
the search or returning to main call is given by pressing
the space bar or entering the character "Q".

CROSS.PAS

file is designed to keep all the information pertaining to
this unit.
Turbo Graphix Toolbox
Turbo Graphix Toolbox software package is a library of
pascal graphics procedures.

These procedures are design to

TABLE 1
STANDARD TOOLBOX PROCEDURE
NAME

DESCRIPTION

Def ineWindow

Defines window using absoulte
screen coordinate
Defines world coordinate for
selected window
Draws border around active window
Optional headers can be defined for
any window
All drawing takes palce in this
window
Selects the approperiate world
Defines background color
Draws text with different size
Draws graph of a given function
Draws axis for a function

Def ineWorld
DrawBorder
Def ineHeader
SelectWindow
SelectWorld
SetbackGround
DrawText
DrawPolygon
DrawAxis
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work only with Turbo pascal compiler, developed by Borland
International Inc.

Procedures in Table 1 are used within

the computer aided supplement for calculs review project.
Use of Toolbox with a Turbo Pascal program requires that
at least the following three core files be included
(order shown):
1. typedef .sys

(include system independent type
definitions)

2. graphix.sys

(include system dependent definitions
and routines)

3. kernel.sys

(include system independent support)

The computer aided supplement for calculs review program
includes additional files as follow:
1. window.sys

(for redefining any region of the
screen as a window)

2. axis.hgh

(to use the DrawAxis procedure)

3. polygon.hgh

(to use DrawPolygon procedure)

Graphics Hardware Requirements
Depending on the graphics card installed in a system,
each screen has different configuration of pixels that make
up the displayed text or graphic images.

The horizontal by

vertical pixel dimensions for three most known graphics card
are · shown in Table 2.
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TABLE 2
PIXEL CONFIGURATION
GRAPHICS CARD

PIXEL DIMENSION

IBM graphics card
Hercules graphics card
Zenith graphics card

640 by 200
720 by 350
640 by 225

IBM graphics card has been used in the development of
this project.

Substantial modification will be required

if the program is to be used on IBM personnel computer
with different graphics card.
Coordinate Systems
A coordinate system is a method used to define a
location according to its position relative to horizontal
and vertical axes on the screen.

The horizontal axis· is

labeled x, and the vertical axis is labeled y.

The screen

can be regarded as a configuration of 640 by 200 pixels in
high resolution, or a series of 80 columns by 25 lines in
the text mode.

There are two types of coordinate systems

that can chosen when working with Graphix Toolbox;
"absolute screen" or "world coordinate."
The system whereby the coordinates [O,O] are in the
upper left corner of the screen, with the x coordinate
increasing to the right and the y coordinate increasing
downward, is referred to as the absolute screen coordinate
system.

For many graphics applications, the absolute

screen coordinate system may not be suitable.

The "world
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coordinate" system, however, allows an arbitrary coordinate
system that may be specified to accommodate the particular
system.

A rectangular grid with the x and y coordinates of

upper and lower right must be defined.
Windowing
A window is a rectangular area on the screen of any
size, from including the entire screen to only one
vertical pixel by eight horizontal pixels.

The window

area is defined by specifying the x and y coordinates of
its upper left and lower right corners.
The use of windows allows greater flexibility in
graphics applications.

Several windows can be defined in

a single program with each window being more or less
independent of other windows and even the screen.

Once

a window is defined, it . can can be moved around, stored
on a special RAM area, and retrieved at later time.

A new

world coordinate system can be defined for every window.
Any drawing in a window will take . place relative to the new
coordinate system except routines internal to the graphics
system or those used for text positioning such as GOTOXY.
Each window can have an optional header, footer, color, or
background pattern.
Overlay
The overlay system is a solution of overcoming
the memory limitation imposed by the Turbo Pascal compiler.
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The use of overlays enables the programmer to compile a much
larger program within the allowed 64K memory.

The technique

consists of allocating the same area in memory to a number
of different procedures or functions (subprograms) while
compiling.
The compiler stores the compilation results of each
subprogram or a group of consecutive subprograms in a
binary disk file, where the disk file name is the same
as that of the main program with file extension ranging
000 through 099.

During execution, an overlay subprogram

is loaded into overlay memory area, only when called.
This process, of course, adds overhead to a program by
adding extra code to manage the overlays and disk access
during execution.

However, it is the only alternative for

managing large programs.

Ladder Problem
There are six modules within the Ladder problem, where
each unit is independent of the others, following record
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structures (Figure 3) provides the input/output data
transfer among the modules.
Ladder Attribute=record
L

Yo
Vw

integer; { the height of the ladder
}
real;
{ intial position of the ladder }
real;
{ intial velocity of the ladder }

end;
Graph_Attribute=record
Xmin,Xmax
Ymin,Ymax

: real;
real;

{
{

coordinate for function graph }
}

end;
Problem Attribute=record
Level
Basic count
Intermediate count
Advanced count
Rl
R2

char;
integer;
integer;
integer;
real;
real;

{
{
{
{
{
{

Level of difficulty
Basic count
Intermediate count
Advanced count
Random Value(Time)
Random Value(Dist)

end;
Figure 3.

LADDER DATA STRUCTURES.

}
}
}
}
}
}
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Figure 4 shows the operations and the flow of activities
within the Ladder problem.

Ladder

I

\

/ CHOICES
\
(1-7)

\

1

CHOICES

2

3

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

\

I

I

4

5

CAHANGE PARAMETER
DISPLAY LADDER
DISPLAY GRAPH
NEXT PROBLEM
NEXT LEVEL
CONTINUE WITH
QUIT

Figure 4.

CHOICES WITHIN LADDER.

6

7

CHAPTER 3
RESULTS
This chapter describes the operation of the program
generated by this project.
Upon execution of the program, a greeting message
(Figure 5) displays on the screen, and a message at the
bottom of the display instructs the user to "Hit Space
Bar to Continue."
same result.
menu.

Pressing any other key would give the

Figure 6 shows the operations of the first

The user is prompted to press "Fl" (problem

selection), "F2" (cross reference) or "F3" (quit).

An

additional routine is designed in the program so as to
detect a wrong "Entered Key."

If any key other than

the one specified is pressed the program .will not
crash; it simply waits until the proper function key is
entered.
Pressing "F2" (Figure 6) cross reference selection
causes display of a menu of operations with cross reference
selection.

Three options are given within this section:

cross reference by problem, cross reference by topic, and ·
return to menu.

These options correspond to the "Fl"

through "F3" keys respectively.

16

At this stage the
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selection of "Fl" keys provides a view of the cross
references by their problem numbers.
appropriate topic is displayed.

Each problem with its

Instruction is given for

viewing the next problem or pressing "Q" to return to menu.
Lower-case .and upper-case keys are treated the same in
these routines.

Entering the wrong key will not crash the

CCHPUTER AIDED IHSTRUCTIDN
~

UHIUERSIT~

THESIS ~
CF CEHTRAL FLORIDA
DR

I

KLEE-

AL I SHAVKHIAM

Figure 5.
system.

GREETING.

After completion of viewing all problems, control

returns to previous menu.

The sequence is similar for

selection of the "F2" key (cross reference by topic).

Here
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each topic and all the problems within the topic are
displayed separately.
Problem selection category is selected by pressing "Fl"
key (see Figure 6).

A list of nine problems is shown.

Problem one (ladder) is implemented.

The number associated

with a problem is treated as character (the obvious date

Fl : PROBLEM SELECTION
BY PROBLEM
F2 : CROSS REFERENCE
. INQUIRIES
F3 : QUIT
<<

PLEASE ENTER YOUR CHOICE >>

Figure 6·

SELECTION_MENU·

type declaration for numbers is integer) so it will be easy
to detect an incorrect "Entered Key."
to enter a number 1--9 .

The user is prompted

Entering number one will display a
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split screen with four windows ·c Selecting any other number
between 2-9 will display a message "To Be Implemented" and
Figure 6 displays on the screen).

The ladder problem state-

ment appears on the upper-right window.

The lower right

window displays default values for the problem (ladder
problem) with the option of updating these values or entering "C" to continue.
Once the character "C" is entered, the choice of
selecting the level of difficulty must be made.

Three

levels are provided for this project: Basic, Intermediate,
and Advanced.

Character B, I, or A must be chosen (lower

case and upper case are treated the same).

Upon the

selection of level, the problem statement (Ladder) disappears (upper right window).

The first problem from the

selected level appears at .its position and at lower right
window a menu of seven options is displayed (Figure 7).
The following describes the operations of each option
within Figure 7:
1. CHANGE PARAMETER - upon selection of "change
parameter," the menu of the seven options disappears.

At

this position the default values of the ladder parameter
(L,Yo,Vw) are displayed.

The user is given a choice of

keeping the default values or entering "N" for new values.
It is very important to follow the instructions on the
screen at this step.

A wrong "Entered Key" will crash the
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system.

This is because Pascal programming language is

type-oriented and the type declarations for the ladder
parameters are all of real type.

Integer values can be

entered instead of real, but not vice versa.

Since the

working screen is entirely graphics, a normal cursor
(designator of Text position) is not visible in the

LEUEL : BASIC
PROBLEM : 1
1) At t : 1.5 sec, find the
A> position
B) velocity
C) acceleHtion
of both ends of the ladde~.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

· Figure 7•
remaining session.

CHANCE PARAMETERS
DISPLAY LADDER
DISPLAY GRAPH
NEXT PROBLEM
NEXT LEUEL
CONTINUE WITH PROBLEM
EXIT

CHOICES_MENU•

A carriage return must follow after

entering each parameter's value.

If the value of the
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initial position of the ladder is greater than the
length of the ladder it will be ignored and a new value
must be entered.

The user can update this data as many

times as desired. · To return to menu, character "C" must be
entered.

Upper case and lower case characters are treated

the same way.
2. DISPLAY PICTURE - display picture option provides the
picture for the particular problem that is displayed in the
upper right window.

The picture of the ladder to be dis-

played at a different time is implemented.

Additional

pictures for this section are to be developed later.
are some problems which may not have any picture.

There

In this

case a message, " THERE IS NO PICTURE," will be displayed on
the lower left window followed . by the message, "HIT RETURN TO
CONTINUE."

Currently the "display picture" option takes the

ladder's attributes to use for ladder positioning.

Promptly

after selection of this option, the seven menu options
disappear . . Values of the ladder parameters (length of the
ladder, initial position of the ladder, initial velocity of
the ladder) are displayed followed by a question requiring
entry of the time for the ladder position.

If the entered

time is greater than the maximum time (Tmax=Yo/Vw) allowed
for the ladder to fall down, the ladder will be shown flat.
The X, Y, and the angle of inclination of the ladder
position is calculated and displayed.

A picture of the
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ladder is displayed at the lower left window (Figure 8).
The picture remains on the screen until the display ladder
option is activated again.

The picture will be erased only

if redrawing of the ladder is requested.
3. DISPLAY GRAPH - display graph option provides the
graph for the particular problem that is displayed in the
upper right window.
have any graph,

There are some problems which may not

In this case a message, " THERE IS NO GRAPH,"

LEIJEL : BASIC
PROBLEM : 1
1) At t : 9.9 sec, find the
A) position
B) velocity
C> acceleration
or hoth ends or the laddef,
PARAMETERS :
L: 55FT Yo : 44.9 FT Uw : 3.9 FT/SEC
ENTER TIME FOR LADDER POSITION DISPLAY :1 SEC
XC 1.9) :54.6 FT
YC 1.9) :41.9 FT
e< 1.9> : 9.6 RAD ·

i-----~---~CURRENT

L

RETURN ::) BACM TO MENU

L

Figure 8·

LADDER_DISPLAY·
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will be displayed on the upper left window followed by the
message, "HIT RETURN TO CONTINUE."

If the problem has a

graph, the independent variable is selected automatically.
The user has the options of defining new minimum and maximum
values for the independent variable.

If the minimum and max-

imum values are not within the allowed range, these values
will be rejected by the program and new values must be
entered. A word of caution: real data type are to be used for
minimum and maximum, entry of wrong type data will crash the
system (integer entry is acceptable).
is selected by the user.

The dependent variable

Upon selection of the dependent

variable all necessary calculations will take place and the
graph is displayed at the upper left window.

The coordinates

of this window work universally, since its world coordinates
come from the mininimum and maximum values of independent
and dependent variables.

The following example describes how

a graph for a problem works . .
In basic problem one, there are six different graphs.
This problem deals with finding the position, velocity, and
acceleration of both ends of the ladder at time t
value of t

(where the

is randomly selected from O to maximum allowed

time for the ladder to fall down).

X, X', X" and Y, Y', Y"

are used to denote the position, velocity, and acceleration
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of the ladder position with respect to the X and Y axes
respectively.

1. x
2. y
3. X'

4. Y'
5. X"
6. Y"

The generated graphs are as follows:
versus
versus
versus
versus
versus
versus

time
time
time
time
time
time

Figure-9 shows the graph of time versus X of basic problem
one, where in this figure X is chosen as the dependent
variable.

Default values of X and T are used in this graph.

The graph coordinates range from minimum to maximum values.

,•' •'

... ·... ··
,•'

••''

.... , ... ·············

,•'

•'

0.00

0,,9

0JS

LEUEL : BASIC
PROBLEM : 1
1) At t : 9.9 sec, find the
A) position
B) velocity
C) acceleration
or hoth ends or the ladde~.

1.11.11

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7

y

L

I

CHANGE PARAMETERS
DISPLAY LADDER
DISPLAY GRAPH
NEXT PROBLEM
NEXT LEUEL
CONTINUE WITH ·PROBLEM
EXIT

L

Figure 9 ' GRAPH DISPLAY·
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4. NEXT PROBLEM - Problem one of each level is always
displayed at the upper right window.

In the ladder problem

there are six basic, five advanced, and three intermediate
problems.

Selection of "NEXT PROBLEM" choice always gives

the next intermediate problem in the sequence.

For example,

if the current problem display is basic problem 4, the
selection of "NEXT PROBLEM" displays basic problem 5.

If

the last problem is displayed (the user may not know the
number of problems in each category), the selection of
"NEXT PROBLEM" will display the first problem in the series,
for instance, if the intermediate problem five is displayed
(the last problem in this series) the "NEXT PROBLEM"
selection will display intermediate problem one.

All cal-

culations, display graph, and display ladder will operate
automatically on the working problem in session.

The

selection of "NEXT PROBLEM" is instantaneous; the program
will not crash if a wrong entry is made.
5. NEXT LEVEL - there are three levels of difficulty
for problems within this project; basic, intermediate, and
advanced.

The selection of ''NEXT LEVEL" will display prob-

lem one of the next level in sequence.

If the working level

is ·advanced (last level in series), the selection of "NEXT
LEVEL'~

displays problem one of basic level.

selected as many times as desired.
crash if a wrong entry is made.

Options can be

The program will not

The values (e.g., time)
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within a problem statement are computed randomly, so that
each time the problem is displayed, the values within the
problem statement may be different.
6. CONTINUE WITH PROBLEM - "continue with problem"
selection allows the user to practice in problem solving.
Five different sets of values are provided.

Several

questions are provided for some problems where in these
situations, each question is displayed separately.

Of five

possible answers, there is only one correct answer (all
answers are rounded to two places).

The user is to solve

the problem and to choose the correct answer.
is incorrect, another chance will be given.

If the choice
If a second

solution is incorrect, the correct solution will be displayed.

The option of continuing with the problem or

returning to menu is given so one can view the graph,
picture, or do additional study.

After response to all

questions within a problem the control will return to menu.
"Next problem" is only activated from the menu.

The five

answers that are presented are calculated randomly, the
same as for the position of the correct answer, so if the
same problem is to be worked out again, all values within
this problem will be new.

All the key entries are treated

as cha·racter type data (including numbers) .

This allows

the user to continue even if a wrong key is entered and
will not crash the system.
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7. QUIT - the quit option terminates the execution of
the program and returns to operating system.

CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
Further research and advancing design wLll, no doubt,
produce programs and software which also can be assigned to
meet individual needs, providing drill, in problem solving.
Interaction with well-written programs can accommodate many
different learning patterns and provide increased
concentration.
The computer appeals to the gifted student and offers a
means of developing problem solving ability as well as
research skills and independent learning.

The student can

develop his own design for attacking a problem and can try
solutions with the advantage of self-correction with immediately visible feedback.
Convergent thinking and problem solving is needed in
advanced education and in the working world.

However the

student should not be limited to given data and conditions,
where the only requirement is to interpret the stated problem, and apply appropriate rules and reasoning to arrive at
the correct, expected solutions.

Divergent problem solving

is needed for independent and creative research work.
Students must be free to select and define their own problems.

They should be able to initiate independent, divergent
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solutions.

They must be able to choose alternatives and to

evaluate their own solutions.
The project was designed so that additional problems
could be added.

The design emphsis has been such that the

program is compartmented into individual task modules while
allowing interaction with the entire program.
Module independency was considered paramount throughout
the entire project.

Thus, the visibility of each module is

enhanced while allowing additions at any time with minimum
modifications to existing modules.

The use of variables

globally among the modules was minimal (only one case).
Value and variable parameters (input-output within the
modules) and meaningful identifiers were used effectively.
This helped a great deal in troubleshooting.
A commercial software program allows the Turbo Pascal
program to use the maximum allowed memory on the IBM PC (640
K memory). However, use of this program places limits on
this project if run on machines which do not have sufficient
available memory.

Program size is limited only to 640K.

Therefore, memory mananagment technique were used.

Use of

such a program is discouraged unless · there is definite
knowledge that the size of the project will not exceed the
allowed memory.
It is recommended that templates of this project be
used in conjunction with any new problems.

Additional prob-

lems should be independent of the existing one.

After all
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desired problems are implemented separately, similar modules
within each problem can be made to share the same facilities.
The Turbo pascal "INCLUDE FILE" option also accomplish the
previous task.

With use of this option a "Driver

Unit" can be designed to handle any interaction within the
problem selection category.

(Coding of this file is already

designed but is part of the main.pas file.
put in a separate file).

Later it can be

APPENDIX A
MAIN.PAS LISTING
{

COMPUTER AIDED INSTRUCTION
REINFOCEMENT
PROGRAM

}
Program screen99;
{$I typedef .sys}
{$I graphix.sys}
{$I kernel.sys}

{$I
{$I
{$I
{$I
{$I
{
{

windows.sys}
menus.pas}
data.pas}
axis.hgh}
polygon.hgh}

{ DATE : July 11 ,1986 }

{----------------------}
{
}
(*
(*
(*
(*
(*
(*
(*

the above files must be included
in this order
included file for windows
all menus are stored in this file
data type decalaration file
these files must be included
for draw axis and polygon

*)
*)
*)
*)
*)
*)
*)
}
}

{----------------------------------------------------------}
{
}
overlay procedure Draw_Windows;
begin
InitGraphic;
DrawBorder;
DefineWindow(l,31,0,79,88);
DefineWorld(l,0,0,100,100);
SelectWindow(l);
{this is where the problem
SelectWorld(l);
{
statement goes
DrawBorder;
DefineWindow(2,0,100,30,199);
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}
}
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DefineWorld(2,0,0,1000,1000); { this is where the
}
SelectWindow(2);
{ drawing of ladder goes }
SelectWorld(2);
DrawBorder;
DefineWindow(3,0,0,30,100);
DefineWorld(3,0,0,100,100);
SelectWindow(3);
{this is where the fuction 's}
SelectWorld(3);
{
graph goes
}
DrawBorder;
DefineWindow(4,31,88,79,199);
SelectWindow(4);
Dr·awBorder;
end;
{ end draw windows }
{

C H A N G E

T H E

L A D D E R

P A R A M E T E R

9

S

}

overlay procedure CHANGE PARAMETERS
(var LA
Ladder_Attribute);
var
anykey : char;
done
boolean;
begin
Cleanup;
PARAMETER SELECTION');
gotoxy(33,13); write('
gotoxy(33,15); write('CURRENT VALUES:');
·gotoxy( 33, 17); write('L=' ,LA.L,'FT
Yo=' ,LA.Yo:4:1);
write ( ' FT
Vw= ' , LA. Vw: 4 : 1 , ' FT/ SEC ' ) ;
.
gotoxy(33,19); write('(N)EW VALUES');
write('
(C)ONTINUE');
gotoxy(33,24);
repeat
read(kbd,anykey);
if ((anykey='N' )or (anykey='n')) then
begin
repeat
done : =true·;
gotoxy(33,21);
: Vw = ' ) ;
write(' L =
Yo =
');
write('
gotoxy(36,21);
write('
gotoxy( 50, 21);
');
write('
gotoxy(65,21);
');
write ( ' FT ' ) ;
read(LA.L);
gotoxy(36,21);
repeat
write ( '
' );
gotoxy(50,21);
read(LA.Yo); write(' FT');
gotoxy( 50, 21);
until LA.Yo<LA.L;
gotoxy(65,21);
read(LA.Vw); write(' FT/SEC');
if ((LA.L<O) and (LA.YO<O)) and (LA.Vw<O)
then done:=false;
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until done;
end;
gotoxy(33,24); write('
until anykey in ['C' ,'c'];
end;
{ End CHANGE PARAMETERS }

(C)ONTINUE');

{

D I S P L A Y

P I C T U R E S

0 F

T H E

L A D D E R

}

overlay procedure DISPLAY Ladder(PA : Problem Attribute;
LA: Ladder attribute);
{$I Ladder.pas}
(* Drawing Ladder file
*)
begin
Display Ladders(PA,LA);
{ Ladder.pas file }
end;
T end oi the ladder draw procedure
}
{

D I S P L A Y

T H E

G R A P H

0

F

A

G I V E N

P R 0 B

}

plotarray;
overlay procedure Display_Graph(var a
Ladder Attribute;
LA
Problem Attribute;
var PA
Graph_attribute);
var GA
type
Dep Indep Var=record
-Dep string[2];
Indep · : string[2];
end;
var
ch
char;
xl,x2
integer;
DI
: Dep_Indep_Var;
nograph
boolean;
{$I CALGR.PAS}
(* calculation for function graph *)

{----------------------------------------------------------}

procedure Find Min Max points(a : plbtarray;
var GA: Graph_attribute);
var
i : integer;
begin
for i:=l to n do
begin
if a[i,l]<GA.Xmin then GA.Xmin:=a[i,1];
if a[i,l]>GA.Xmax then GA~Xmax:=a[i,1];
if a[i,2]<GA.Ymin then GA.Ymin:=a[i,2];
if a[i,2]>GA.Ymax then GA.Ymax:=a[i,2];
end;
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end;

{ end of finding Mins and Maxs }

{----------------------------------------------------------}
{ begin of Display graph }

begin
GA.Xmin
GA.Xmax
GA.Ymin
GA.Ymax

:=O;
:=O;
:=O;
:=O;

-

Compute_and_select_Gr~ph(a,LA,PA,DI,GA,NoGraph);

{calculates points for each graph}
if NoGraph then
begin
Find .Min Max points(a,GA);
DefineWindow(3,0,0,30,100);
DefineWorld(3,GA.Xmin,GA.Ymin,GA.Xmax,GA.Ymax);
SelectWindow(3);
{ this where the fuction 's graph}
SelectWorld(3);
{
goes
}
DrawBorder;
SetBackground(O);
DrawAxis(8,-8,0,0,0,0,0,0,true);
· { xdensity,yden.,left,top,right,bottom,}
{ xaxis,yaxis,arrows
}
DrawPolygon(a,1,n,9,0,0);
DrawText(12,8,1,DI.Dep);
DrawText(235,85,1,DI.Indep);
end
else
begin
DefineWindow(3,0,0,30,100);
SelectWindow(3);
DrawBorder;
gotoxy(l0,5); write('THERE IS NO GRAPH');
gotoxy(7 ,8);
write( 'CONTINUE ==> HIT RETURN');
read;
end
end;
{ end of DISPLAY_GRAPH }
{

C 0 N T I N U E WI T H P R 0 B L E M
E X E R C I S E )
( P R A C T I C E
}

overlay procedure

Continue With Problems
(LA : Ladder attribute;
PA
Problem_Attribute);

{$I calcul.pas}
begin
CONTINUE WITH PROBLEM(LA,PA);
end;
{
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N E X T

P R 0 B L E M

}

procedure NEXT_PROBLEM(var PA
var LA
{$! levels.pas}
begin
Cleanup THE LADDER;
Problem-Levels(PA,LA);
end; { Next Problem }

Problem Attribute;
Ladder Attribute);

{

N E X T

L E V E L

}

procedure NEXT_LEVEL(var PA : Problem Attribute;
var LA : Ladder_Attribute);
begin
PA.Level:=upcase(PA.level);
if PA.Level='B' then
begin
PA.Level:=' I';
PA.Intermediate count:=O;
end
else if PA.Level='!' then
begin
PA.Level:='A';
PA.Advanced count:=O;
end
else
begin
PA.Level:='B';
PA.Basic count:=O;
end;
Next Problem(PA,LA);
end; - { Next Level }
{-----------------------------------~----------------------}
procedure Parameter selection(var LA
Ladder attribute;
var PA : Problem_attribute);
{$! levels.pas}
var
anykey : char;
done
: boolean;
begin
PARAMETER SELECTION');
gotoxy(33,13); write('
gotoxy(33,15); write('CURRENT VALUES:');
repeat
Yo=' ,LA.Yo:4:1);
gotoxy(33,17); write('L=' ,LA.L,'FT
write( '-FT
Vw=' ,LA.Vw:4:1, 'FT/SEC');
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gotoxy(33,19); write('(N)EW VALUES');
gotoxy(33,24); write('
(C)ONTINUE');
read(kbd,anykey);
if ((anykey='N' )or (anykey='n')) then
begin
repeat
done:=true;
gotoxy(33,21);
write ( 'L =
: Yo =
Vw = ' ) ;
gotoxy(36,21);
write ( '
' );
gotoxy(S0,21);
write ( '
' );
gotoxy(65,21);
write ( '
' );
gotoxy(36,21);
read(LA.L); write(' FT');
repeat
gotoxy(S0,21); write('
');
gotoxy(S0,21); read(LA.Yo); write(' FT');
until LA.Yo<LA.L;
gotoxy(65,21);
read(LA.Vw); write(' FT/SEC');
if ((LA.L<O) and (LA.YO<O)) and (LA.Vw<O)
then done:=false;
until done;
end;
until anykey in ['c' ,'C'];
CLEANUP;
gotoxy(33,13);
write('PROBLEM SELECTION (LEVEL OF DIFFICULTY) ');
gotoxy(3~ 1 l6);
write.('(B)ASIC
');
gotoxy(33,18); write('(I)NTERMEDIATE ');
g·o toxy ( 3 3 , 2 O) ; write ( ' (A) DVANCED
' );
gotoxy(33,24); write('PLEASE ENTER YOUR .SELECTION==> ');
repeat
read(kbd,PA.level);
until PA.level in ['b' ,'B' , ' i ' ,'I' ,'a' ,'A'];
cleanup THE LADDER;
Problem-Levels(PA,LA);
end;
{- end of selection procedure
}
{

}

{---------------------------------------------------------}
{
}
procedure Ladder_Problem(var a : plotarray;
var GA : Graph attribute;
var LA : Ladder attribute;
var PA: Problem_attribute);
begin
{ begin of Ladder Problem
SetForegroundColor(14);
{
Initial values
LA.L:=lO; LA.Yo:=7; LA.Vw:=4.8;
{
Initial counts
PA.Basic count:=O;
{
PA.Intermediate count:=O;
{
PA.Advanced count:=O;
Draw_Windows;

}
}
}
}
}
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ladder statement;
{
body of screen2 procedure
}
Parameter . selection(LA,PA);
Show options;
{ external procedure to show the
following options }
repeat
gotoxy(33,24); read(kbd,choice);
case choice of
'1'
begin
CHANGE PARAMETERS(LA);
Cleanup;
Show options;
end; '2'
begin
DISPLAY LADDER(PA,LA);
Cleanup;
Show options;
end; '3'
begin
DISPLAY GRAPH(a,LA,PA,GA);
{ CALGR.PAS External File }
Cleanup;
Show_options;
end;
'4'
NEXT PROBLEM(PA,LA);
'5'
NEXT-LEVEL(PA,LA);
'6'
begin
Cleanup;
CONTINUE_WITH_PROBLEMS(LA,PA);
{ CALCUL.PAS External File }
Cleanup;
Show_options;
end;
'7'
begin
LeaveGraphic;
gotoxy(30,10); write(' HAVE A NICE DAY');
gotoxy ( 3 0 , 13 ) ; write ( ' . . . . . END . . . . . ' ) ;
HALT; { EXIT }
end;
end;
until choice='?';
}
end of Ladder Problem
end;
{
begin
Ladder Problem(a,GA,LA,PA);
end.
{
THE END
}

FILED.PAS LISTING
Program FileO;
{$I typedef .sys}
{$I Graphix.sys}
{$I Kernel.sys}
{$I windows.sys}
var
afile : text;

(* the above files must be included
(*
in this order
(* included file for windows

*)
*)
*)

{----------------------------------------------------------}

Procedure screenO;
begin
DrawBorder;
SetForegroundColor(2);
DefineWorld(l,0,0,1000,1000);
SelectWorld(l);
SelectWindow(l);
DefineHeader(l,'** PLEASE HIT SPACE BAR TO CONTINUE** ');
SetHeaderOn;
SetHeaderToBottom;
DrawBorder;

{--------------------------------}
DrawText(25,15,4,'COMPUTER AIDED

SUPPLEMENT');
DrawText(lS,50,3,'
FOR CALCULUS REVIEW');
DrawText(220,90,3,'* THESIS*');
PrawText(S0,120,3,'UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA');
DrawText(380,150,2,'DR. KLEE');
DrawText(380,170,2,'ALI SHAYKHIAN');
repeat until Keypressed;
end;
{ screenO }

{----------------------------------------------------------}

begin
{ main }
InitGraphic;
screenO;
LeaveGraphic;
Assign(afile,'filel.com');
Execute(afile);
{Execute File-1 next}
end.
{
THE END
}
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FILEl.PAS LISTING
Program Filel;
{$I menus.pas}

(* all menus are stored in this file

{

var
FunctionKey
finished
af l
InKey

*)
}

boolean;
boolean;
text;
char;

{

}

{**********************************************************}
{***********
Fl CHOICE
************}
{***************************************~******************}

{

}

Procedure Fl_Problems;
var
problem choice : char;
begin · { begin of Fl procedure }
repeat
problem selection by problem; { lists the ladder ....
read(kbd,problem choice);
ca~e problem choice of
'l'
begin
assign(afl,'partl23.chn');
Chain(afl);
end;
'2'
begin
clrscr; gotoxy(20,10);
write(' 2. TO BE IMPLEMENTED')
end;
'3'
begin
clrscr; gotoxy(20,10);
write(' 3. TO BE IMPLEMENTED')
end;
'4'
begin
clrscr; gotoxy(20,10);
write(' 4. TO BE IMPLEMENTED')
end;
'·5'
begin
clrscr; gotoxy(20,10);
write(' 5. TO BE IMPLEMENTED')
end;
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}
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'6'

begin
clrscr; gotoxy(20,10);
write(' 6. TO BE IMPLEMENTED')
end;
'7'
: begin
clrscr; gotoxy(20,10);
write(' 7. TO BE IMPLEMENTED')
end;
'8'
begin
clrscr; gotoxy(20,10);
write(' 8. ·To BE IMPLEMENTED')
end;
'9'
begin
clrscr; gotoxy(20,10);
write(' 9. TO BE IMPLEMENTED')
end;
end;
{ end case }
until problem choice in ['l' .. '9'];
end;
{ end of-Fl procedure
}
{==~=======================================================}

{
Function GetKey(var FunctionKey : boolean) : char;
var
ch : char;
begin
read(kbd,ch);
if (ch = #27) AND KeyPressed
Then
{ it must be a function key }
begin
read(kbd,ch);
FunctionKey := true;
end
else FunctionKey := false;
GetKey := ch;
end;
{ end of GetKey }

}

{----------------------------------------------------------}

Procedure DoCoinmand(FunctionKey : char);
begin
case FunctionKey of
';'
begin
Fl Problems;
end;'<'
begin
assign(afl,'cross.chn');
Chain(afl);
end;
'='
begin
ClrScr;
gotoxy(20,10);
write('***********************************');
gotoxy(20,ll);
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end;
end;

write('*
*' ) ;
gotoxy(20,12);
write ( '*
HAVE A NICE DAY
* ' );
gotoxy(20,13);
write('*
*' ) ;
gotoxy(20,14);
write('*
THE END
*' ) ;
gotoxy(20,15);
write('*
*' ) ;
gotoxy(20,16);
write('***********************************');
halt;
end;
{ case end }

{----------------------------------------------------------}

begin
{ main }
ClrScr;
finished :=true;
repeat
screenl;
InKey := GetKey(functionKey);
If FunctionKey then Docommand(upcase(InKey));
ClrScr;
{ to detect error }
until not finished;
end.
{
THE END
}

MENUS.PAS LISTING

procedure borderO;
var
: byte;
i
begin
ClrScr;
for i:=20 to 60 do
begin gotoxy(i,5);
for i:=20 to 60 do
begin gotoxy(i,20);
for i:=S to 19 do
begin gotoxy(20,i);
for i:=S to 19 do
begin gotoxy(60,i);
for i:=7 to 19 do
begin
gotoxy(22,i);
write('
end;
end;
{ end of borderO procedure

write(chr(223)); end;
write(chr(223)); end;
write(chr(219)); end;
write(chr(219)); end;

');
}

{----------------------------------------------------------}

Procedure screenl;
begin { screen 1 }
borderO;
gotoxy(23,7);
write('Fl
PROBLEM SELECTION');
gotoxy(23,8);
write('
BY PROBLEM
');
gotoxy(23,11);
write('F2
CROSS REFERENCE ');
gotoxy(23,12);
write('
INQUIRIES
');
gotoxy(23,15);
write( 'F3 : QUIT');
gotoxy(23,17);
write('<< PLEASE ENTER YOUR CHOICE>>');
end;
{ end screenl }
{
}

{----------------------------------------------------------}

Procedure screen2;
begin { screen 2 }
borderO;
.gotoxy( 23, 7);
write( 'Fl
gotoxy(23,8);
write('
gotoxy(23,11); write( 'F2
gotoxy(23,12); write('
gotoxy(23,15); write( 'F3

CROSS REFERENCE INQUIRIES '
'
BY PROBLEM
CROSS REFERENCE INQUIRIES '
BY TOPIC
'
RETURN TO MAIN MENU');
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)
)
)
)

;
;
;
;
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gotoxy(23,17); write('<< PLEASE ENTER YOUR CHOICE>> ');
end;
{ end screen2 }
{
}

{----------------------------------------------------------}

procedure problem_selection_by_problem;
var
: byte;
i
begin
gotoxy(22,7);
write(' 1. LADDER PROBLEM
');
gotoxy(22,8);
write(' 2.
');
gotoxy(22,9);
write ( ' 3.
');
gotoxy(22,10); write(' 4.
');
gotoxy(22,11); write(' 5.
');
gotoxy(22,12); write(' 7.
');
gotoxy(22,13); write ( ' 8. NAVIGATION PROBLEM
');
gotoxy(22,14); write (' 9. TANK PROBLEM
');
gotoxy(22,16); write('
');
gotoxy(22,17); write('
');
gotoxy(22,18);
write(' PLEASE ENTER YOUR CHOICE (1-10) ');
end;
{ end of problem selection by problem procedure }

.. . . ... . . .. ... . .
. .... . ... . .. . . ..
. . . . ... . ... . . .. .
.. . . . . .. . .. . . . . .
. .. .. . . .... . . ...

{----------------------------------------------------------}

procedure ladd~r statement;
begin
gotoxy(33,2);
write(' A LADDER OF LENGTH L(FT) LEANS AGAINST A ');
gotoxy(33,3);
write('VERTICAL WALL AT A HEIGHT OF Yo ABOVE THE');
gotoxy(33,4);
write('GROUND, WHERE 0' ,CHR(243),'Yo');
write(CHR(243),'1. THE LADDER SLIDES DOWN');
gotoxy(33,5);
write('THE WALL AT A RATE OF Vw (FT/SEC). DENOTE THE');
gotoxy(33,6);
write( 'POSITIONS (RELATIVE TO THE CORNER WHERE THE');
gotoxy(33,7);
write('WALL MEETS THE FLOOR) OF THE TWO ENDS OF THE');
gotoxy(33,8);
write('LADDER BY Y(t) AT THE TOP AND X(t) AT THE');
gotoxy(33 , 9);
write('BOTTOM, BOTH MEASURED IN FT. FURTHER, LET THE');
gotoxy(33,10);
write('ANGLE OF INCLINATION OF THE LADDER BE ');
gotoxy(33,11);
write('REPRESENTED AS ',CHR(233),'(t), MEASURED');
write(' . IN RADIANS.');
end;
{ end of the ladder statement }

{----------------------------------------------------------}

procedure Cleanup;
var
i : integer;
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begin
for i:=l to 12 do
begin
gotoxy(33,12+i);
write('
end;
end;

'

) ;

{----~-----------------------------------------------------}

procedure cleanup_the_ladder;
var
i : integer;
begin
for i:=l to 10 do
begin
gotoxy(33,l+i);
write('
end;
(* clean up the ladder *)
end;

');

{----------------------------------------------------------}

procedure show options;
begin
Cleanup;
gotoxy(33,14); write (-'
gotoxy(33,15); write('
gotoxy(33,16); write('
gotoxy(33,17); write ('
gotoxy(33,18); write ('
g·o toxy( 33, 19); write('
gotoxy(33,20); write ('
end;

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

CHANGE PARAMETERS
DISPLAY LADDER
DISPLAY GRAPH
NEXT PROBLEM
NEXT LEVEL
CONTINUE WITH PROBLEM
EXIT

');
'

) ;

');
');

');
' );
');

{----------------------------------------------------------}

DATA.PAS LISTING
{

DATA DECLARATION FOR
COMPUTER AIDED INSTRUCTION PROJECT

}

canst
{ number of plotted points
}
n=SO;
type
Ladder Attribute=record
{ the height of the ladder
}
L
integer;
{
intial
position
of
the
ladder
}
Yo : real;
{ intial velocity of the ladder }
Vw : real;
end;
Graph Attribute=record
}
coordinate for function
Xmin
real;
{
}
graph
real;
{
Xmax
}
Ymin : real;
{
}
{
Ymax : real;
end;
Problem Attribute=record
Level
char;
{The level of difficulty}
Basic count
integer; { Basic count
}
Intermediate count
integer; { Intermediate count
}
Advanced count
integer; { Advanced count
}
Rl
real;
{ Random Value(Time)
}
R2
real;
{ ~andom Value(Distance)}
end;
var
}
boolean;
{ to check the F key
FunctionKey
InKey
: char;
char;
choice
finished
: boolean;
Ladder attribute;
LA
: Graph_attribute;
GA
45
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PA

a
af l

Problem attribute;
plotarray;
text;

LEVELS.PAS LISTING
procedure Problem Levels(var PA : Problem Attribute;
· var LA: Ladder_Attribute);
canst
max B=6; (* maximum number of problem in Basic
*)
max-I=S; (* maximum number of problem in Intermediate *)
max=A=3; (* maximum number of problem in Adavancee
*)
var
ch : char;
(* ------------------------------------------------------ *)
overlay procedure Basic(var PA : Problem attribute;
var LA : Ladder Attribute);
*)
(*
*)
(*
Problem attribute;
procedure basic_probleml'(var PA
Ladder_Attribute);
var LA
var
d : integer;
begin
PA.Rl:=LA.Yo/LA.Vw;
d:=round(PA.Rl*lOOO);
d: =random( d);
PA.Rl:=d/1000;
gotoxy(33,2);
PROBLEM : 1
write ( 'LEVEL
BASIC
');
gotoxy(33,3);
');
write('
gotoxy(33,4);
write('!)
At t = ',PA.R1:3:1,' sec, find the');
gotoxy(33,5);
write('
');
A) position');
gotoxy(33,6); write('
B) velocity. ');
gotoxy(33,7); write('
C) acceleration');
gotoxy(33,8); write('
of both ends of the ladder. ');
gotoxy(33,10); write('
end;

{------------------------}

procedure basic_problem2(var PA
var LA
begin
gotoxy(33,2);
write( 'LEVEL . BASIC
47

Problem attribute;
Ladder_Attribute);
PROBLEM

2

' );
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gotoxy(33,3);
write('
');
.gotoxy(33,4);
write('2) Find the average velocity of the foot of ');
gotoxy(33,5);
write('
the ladder over the time interval during');
gotoxy(33,6); write('
which it is falling.
');
end;

{------------------------}

procedure basic_problem3(var PA
Problem attribute;
var LA
Ladder_Attribute);
var
d : integer;
· begin
PA.Rl:=LA.Yo/LA.Vw;
d:=round(PA.Rl*lOOO);
d:=random(d);
PA.Rl:=d/1000;
gotoxy(33,2);
write ( 'LEVEL
BASIC
PROBLEM
3 ' ) ;
gotoxy(33,3);
write('
');
gotoxy(33,4);
write('3) At t = ',PA.Rl:3:1,' sec, find the
');
gotoxy(33,6); write('
A) angle of inclination ');
gotoxy(33,7);
write('
B) rate of change of the angle of
' );
gotoxy(33,8); write('
inclination
');
gotoxy(33,9);
write('
C) second derivative with respect to time');
gotoxy(33,10);
of the angle of inclination ' ) ;
write('
end;
{-~----------------------}
Problem attribute;
procedure basic_problem4(var PA
Ladder_Attribute);
var LA
var
d : integer;
begin
PA.Rl:=LA.Yo/LA.Vw;
d:=round(PA.Rl*lOOO);
d:=random(d);
PA.Rl:=d/(1000+0.0l);
gotoxy(33,2);
write('LEVEL: BASIC
PROBLEM
4 ');
gotoxy(33,3);
write('
');
gotoxy(33,4);
write('4) At t = ',PA.R1:3:1,' sec, find the ');
gotoxy(33,6);
write('
A) triangular area under the ladder');
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gotoxy(33,7);
write('
B) instantaneous rate of change of the');
gotoxy(33,8);
write('
triangular area under the ladder
');
end;

{------------------------}

procedure basic problemS(var PA
Problem attribute;
var LA
Ladder_Attribute);
begin
gotoxy(33,2);
write ( 'LEVEL
BASIC
PROBLEM
5 ' );
gotoxy(33,3);
write('
');
gotoxy(33,4);
write('5) Find the
' );
gotoxy(33,6);
write('
A) time when the triangular area under the');
gotoxy(33,7);
write('
ladder is a maximum
');
gotoxy(33,8);
write('
B) maximum triangular area under the ladder');
end;

{--------------------------}

Problem attribute;
procedure basic_problem6(var PA
Ladder_Attribute);
var LA
begin
gotoxy(33,2);
write('LEVEL
BASIC
PROBLEM
6 ');
gotoxy(33,3);
write('
');
gotoxy(33,4);
write('6) The top of the ladder has traveled half way');
gotoxy(33,5);
write('
down the wall. At that instant, how fast ');
gotoxy(33,6);
write('
is the angle of inclination changing with');
gotoxy(33,7);
write('
respect to changes in the position of the');
gotoxy(33,8); write('
foot of the ladder? ');
end;

{--------------------------}

begin (* Basic Problem Selection *)
PA.basic count:=(PA.basic count mod max_B)+l;
case PA.basic count of
1: basic-probleml(PA,LA);
2: basic-problem2(PA,LA);
3: basic-problem3(PA,LA);
4: basic-Problem4(PA,LA);
5: basic-problemS(PA,LA);
6: basic-problem6(PA,LA);
end;
( * case-*)
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end;

(* end of Basic Problem Selection *)

{-------------------~--------------------------------------}

overlay· procedure Intermediate(var PA : Problem attribute;
var LA: Ladder_Attribute);
(*
*)

(*

*)

procedure intermediate_probleml(var PA
Problem attribute;
var LA
Ladder_Attribute);
var
d : integer;
begin
PA.Rl:=LA.Yo/LA.Vw;
d:=round(PA.Rl*lOOO);
· d:=random(d);
PA.Rl:=d/1000;
gotoxy(33,2);
write('LEVEL: INTERMEDIATE
PROBLEM: 1 ');
gotoxy(33,4);
write('l) Consider the point Pon the ladder at a
');
gotoxy(33,5);
write('
distance Yo from the top. Find the
');
gotoxy(33,6);
write('
location (Xp,Yp) of the point after');
write(PA.R1:3:1,' sec,');
gotoxy(33,7);
write('
where Xp and Yp are the distance from the ' )
gotoxy(33,8);
write('
wall and the floor, respectively.
')
end;

{--------------------------}

Problem attribute;
procedure intermediate_problem2(var PA
Ladder_Attribute);
var LA
begin
gotoxy(33,2);
write('LEVEL
INTERMEDIATE
PROBLEM
2
');
gotoxy(33,3);
write ( '
');
gotoxy(33,4);
write('2) If the right trangle fo~med by the ladder,');
gotoxy(33,5);
write('
wall and floor is initially isosceles, how');
gotoxy(33,6);
write('
long before it becomes a 30' ,chr(248),'-60');
write(chr(248),'-90' ,chr(248),' right');
gotoxy(33,7); write('
traingle?');
end;

{--------------------------}

procedure intermediate_problem3(var PA
Problem attribute;
var LA: Ladder_Attribute);
begin
gotoxy( 33, 2);

;
;
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write('LEVEL: INTERMEDIATE
PROBLEM : 3 ' ) ;
gotoxy(33,3);
write('
');
gotoxy(33,4);
write( .'3) Find the total distance traveled by the
');
gotoxy(33,5);
write('
midpoint of the ladder during its descent.');
end;

{--------------------------}

procedure intermediate_problem4(var PA
Problem attribute;
var LA
Ladder_Attribute);
var
d
: integer;
Xo : real;
begin
Xo:=sqrt(sqr(LA.L)+sqr(LA.Yo));
PA.R2:=random(LA.L);
if PA.R2<Xo then
begin
PA.Rl:=LA.Yo/LA.Vw;
d:=round(PA.Rl*lOOO);
d:=random(d);
PA.Rl:=d/1000;
end
else
rA.Rl:=(LA.Yo-sqrt(sqr(LA.L)-sqr(PA.R2)))/LA.Vw;
gotoxy(33,2);
· write('LEVEL: INTERMEDIATE
PROBLEM : 4 ' ) ;
gotoxy(33,3);
write('
');
gotoxy(33,4);
write('4) Consider a point on the floor ',PA.R2:3:1);
write(' ft from ');
gotoxy(33,5);
write('
the wall. At t= ',PA.R1:3:1,' sec find,
');
gotoxy(33,7);
The vertical distance ,i.e. in the
');
write('
gotoxy(33,8);
');
write('
Y-direction, between the point and the
gotoxy(33,9); write('
ladder.');
{ gotoxy(33,10);
write('
B) The shortest distance, i.e. in the normal');
gotoxy(33,10);
');
write('
direction between the point and the
gotoxy(33,ll);write('
ladder.'); }
end;

{--------------------------}

procedure intermediate_problemS(var PA
var LA
begin
gotoxy(33,2);

Problem attribute;
Ladder_Attribute);
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write( 'LEVEL
INTERMEDIATE
PROBLEM
5
');
gotoxy(33,3);
write ( '
' );
gotoxy( 33, 4);
write('5) An ant located at the foot of the ladder
');
gotoxy(33,5);
_write('
begins running in the same direction as the');
gotoxy(33,6);
write('
ladder. The ant travels at constant speed');
gotoxy(33,7);
write('
and arrives at X=L the same as the ladder ');
gotoxy(33,9);
write('
A) Find the speed at which the ant runs.
');
gotoxy(33,10);
write('
B) At what time are the ant and the foot of');
gotoxy(33,11);
write('
the ladder traveling at the same speed? ');
end;

{--------------------------}

begin (* Intermediate Problem Selection *)
PA.Intermediate count:=(PA.Intermediate count mod max_I)+l;
· case PA. intermedia.t e count of
1: intermediate-probleml(PA,LA);
2: intermediate-problem2(PA,LA);
3: intermediate-problem3(PA,LA);
4: intermediate-Problem4(PA,LA);
5: intermediate-problem5(PA,LA);
end;
(* case *)
end;
(* Intermediate Problem Selection *)

{----------------------------------------------------------}

Problem . attribute;
overlay procedure advanced(var PA
var LA : Ladder Attribute);
*)
(*
*)
(*
:
Problem
attribute;
procedure advanced_probleml(var PA
Ladder_Attribute);
var LA
begin
gotoxy(33,2);
write('LEVEL
ADVANCED
PROBLEM
1
');
gotoxy(33,3);
write ( '
' );
gotoxy(33,4);
write('l) Find the distance Xp from the wall to a
');
gotoxy(33,5);
write('
point on the floor where the vertical
');
gotoxy(33,6);
write('
distance (in the Y-direction) from the
');
gotoxy(33,7);
write('
point to the ladder is initially unchanging');
gotoxy(33,8);
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write('
end;

at t=O.

' );

{--------------------------}

procedure advanced_problem2(var PA
Problem attribute;
var LA
Ladder_Attribute);
var
d : integer;
begin
PA.Rl:=LA.Yo/LA.Vw;
d:=round(PA.Rl*lOOO);
d:=random(d);
PA.Rl:=d/1000;
gotoxy(33,2);
write('LEVEL
ADVANCED
PROBLEM
2
gotoxy(33,3);
write ( '
gotoxy(33,4);
write('2) Consider the velocity vector for the
gotoxy(33,5);
write('
midpoint of the ladder. At t= ',PA.R1:3:1
write ( ' sec, ' ) ;
gotoxy(33,6);
write('
find its
gotoxy(33,8); write('
A) magnitude
gotoxy(33,9); write('
B) direction
end;

{--------------------------}

');
' );
');
);
');
');
');

procedure advanced_problem3(var PA
Problem attribute;
var LA
Ladder_Attribute);
var
d : integer;
begin
PA.Rl:=LA.Yo/LA.Vw;
d:=round(PA.Rl*lOOO);
d:=random(d);
PA.Rl:=d/1000;
gotoxy(33,2);
write('LEVEL
ADVANCED
PROBLEM
3
');
gotoxy(33,3);
write ( '
' );
gotoxy(33,4);
write('3) Consider the acceleration vector for the
');
gotoxy(33,5);
write('
midpoint of the ladder. At t=' ,PAoRl:3:1);
write ( ' sec, ' ) ;
gotoxy(33,6); write('
find the
');
gotoxy(33,8);
write('
A) magnitude of the tangential component
');
gotoxy(33,9);
write('
B) magnitude of the normal component
');
end;
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{--------------------------}

begin (* advanced Problem Selection *)
PA.advanced count:=(PA.advanced count mod max_A)+l;
case PA.advanced count of
1: adv.anced-probleml(PA,LA);
2: _advanced=problem2(PA,LA);
3: advanced problem3(PA,LA);
end;
(* case *) end;
(* advanced Problem Selection *)

{----------------------------------------------------------}

begin (* Begin Of Level Selection *)
case PA.Level of
'A' , 'a'
: begin
Advanced( PA, LA);
end;
'B' ,'b'
begin
Basic(PA,LA);
end;
'I' ,'i'
begin
Intermediate(PA,LA);
end;
end; (* end of case *)
end;

LADDER.PAS LISTING
procedure Display Ladders(var PA : Problem Attribute;
var LA: Ladder Attribute);
(* ---------~----------------------------=--------------- *)
procedure Basic(var PA
Problem attribute;
var LA: Ladder Attribute);
(*
*)
(*
*)
overlay procedure basic probleml(var PA : Problem attribute;
- var LA: Ladder_Attribute);
con st
Ylmin=217;
Y2min=153;
X4min=298.6;
X3min=242.4;
var
i
integer;
t,Lo
real;
Yt,Xt,teta
real;
xl,x2,yl,y2
real;
x3,x4,y3,y4
real;
factor
real;
Xincl,Yincl
real;
Xinc2,Yinc2
real;
x3mint,x4mint,ylmint,y2mint :real;
begin
DefineWindow(2,0,100,30,199);
{ this is where the }
DefineWorld(2,0,0,1000,1000);
}
{ drawing of ladder
SelectWindow(2);
}
{ goes
SelectWorld(2);
DrawBorder;
SetBackground(O);
DrawAxis(3,-3,0,0,0,0,0,0,true);
{AXIS FOR LADDER
}
SetLineStyle ( 0) ;
{ LINE STYLE = STRAI-GHT}
{ Y(t)=Yo-Vw*t
}
{ X(t)=[L-2-(Yo-Vw*t)]-1/2 }
}
{ teta(t)=tan(Y(t)/X(t))
Cleanup;
gotoxy(33,13); write('CURRENT PARAMETERS: ');
gotoxy(33,15);
write('L = ',LA.L,'FT Yo=' ,LA.Yo:4:1,' FT Vw = ');
write(L~.Vw:4:1,' FT/SEC');
gotoxy(33,17);
write('ENTER TIME FOR LADDER POSITION DISPLAY:');
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read(t); write(' SEC');
Yt:=LA.Yo-LA.Vw*t;
Xt:=sqrt(sqr(LA.L)-(LA.Yo-LA.Vw*t));
teta:=arcTan(Yt/Xt);
gotoxy(33,19); write('X(',t:4:1,') =',Xt:4:1,' FT');
gotoxy(33,20); write('Y(' ,t:4:1,') =' ,Yt:4:1,' FT');
gotoxy(33,21);
write(chr(233),'(' ,t:4:1,') =' ,teta:4:1,' RAD');
gotoxy(33,24);
write ('
RETURN==> BACK TO MENU');
if Yt<O then Yt:=O;
Lo:=Yt;
Drawline(130,345,411,25);
{ \
I }
Drawline(130,855,411,535);
{ \
I
}
{
}
Drawline(411,535,411,25);
LADDER FRAME
Drawline(411,535,921,535);
{ I
\
}
brawline(921,535,640,855);
{ I
\ }
DrawText(12,110,1,'Y');
label for the
{ \
I }
ladder
DrawText(237,183,1,'X');
{ I
\ }
DrawText(12,135,1,'L');
DrawText(lSS,193,1,'L');
SelectWindow(2);
factor:=(LA.L-Lo)*(510/LA.L);
x1:=242.4;
yl:=Ylmin+factor;
x2:=298.6;
y2:=Y2min+factor;
x3:=X3min+factor;
y3:=727;
x4:=X4min+factor;
y4:=663;
}
STYLE = Dashed Line
SetLineStyle(4);
{
/}
DrawLine(xl,yl,xl,y3);
{\
DrawLine(x2,y2,x2,y4);
{ \DASHED LINE FOR LADDER/ }
DrawLine(x3,y3,xl,y3);
{ I
\ }
\}
DrawLine(x4,y4,x2,y4);
{/
}
STYLE = Dotted Line
SetLineStyle(4);
{
/}
PrawLine(xl,yl,130,y1+128);
{\
\}
DrawLine(x3,y3,x3-112.4,855);{/
SetLineStyle(O);
Xincl:=(x3-xl)/10;
Yincl:=(y3-yl)/10;
Xinc2:=(x4-x2)/10;
Yinc2:=(y4-y2)/10;
X3mint:=xl; X4mint:=x2;
Ylmint:=yl; Y2mint:=y2;
drawline(xl,yl,x2,y2);
drawline(x2,y2,x4,y4); ,
drawline(x4,y4,x3,y3);
drawline(x3,y3,xl,yl);
for i:=l to 10 do
begin
xl:=X3mint+Xincl*i;
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x2:=X4mint+Xinc2*i;
yl:=Ylmint+Yincl*i;
y2:=Y2mint+Yinc2*i;
drawline(xl,yl,x2,y2);
end;
READLN;
end;
{ end of the ladder draw procedure

}

{----------------------------------------------------------}

procedure basic problem2(var PA
Problem attribute;
var LA: Ladder_Attribute);
begin
end;

{------------------------}

procedure basic_problem3(var PA
var LA
begin

Problem attribute;
Ladder_Attribute);

end;

{------------------------}

procedure basic_problem4(var PA
var LA
begin

Problem attribute;
Ladder_Attribute);

end;

{------------------------}

procedure basic_problemS(var PA
var LA
begin

Problem attribute;
Ladder_Attribute);

end;

{--------------------------}

procedure basic_problem6(var PA
var LA
begin

Problem attribute;
Ladder_Attribute);

end;

{--------------------------}

begin (* Basic Problem Selection *)
case PA.basic count of
1: basic-probleml(PA,LA);
2: basic-problem2(PA,LA);
3: basic-problem3(PA,LA);
4: basic-Problem4(PA,LA);
.S: basic-problemS(PA,LA);
6: basic-problem6(PA,LA);
end;
( * case-*)
end;
(* end of Basic Problem Selection *)

{----------------------------------------------------------}

overlay procedure Intermediate(var PA : Problem attribute;
var LA: Ladder_Attribute);
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(*
(*
procedure intermediate_probleml(var PA
var LA
begin

*)
*)
Problem attribute;
Ladder_Attribute);

end;

{--------------------------}

procedure intermediate_problem2(var PA
var LA
begin

Problem attribute;
Ladder_Attribute);

end;

{--------------------------}

procedure intermediate_problem3(var PA
var LA
begin

Problem attribute;
Ladder_Attribute);

end;

{--------------------------}

procedure intermediate_problem4(var PA : Problem attribute;
var LA
Ladder_Attribute);
begin
end;

{--------------------------}

procedure intermediate_problem5(var PA
var LA
begin

Problem attribute;
Ladder_Attribute);

end;

{--------------------------}

begin (* Intermediate Problem Selection *)
case PA.intermediate count of
1: intermediate-probleml(PA,LA);
2: intermedi~te-problem2(PA,LA);
3: intermediate-problem3(PA,LA);
4: intermediate-Problem4(PA,LA);
5: intermedi.ate-problem5(PA,LA);
end;
(* case *)
·
end;
(* Intermediate Problem Selection *)

{----------------------------------------------------------}

overlay procedure advanced(var PA
Problem attribute;
var LA : Ladder Attribute);
*)
(*
*)
(*
procedure advanced_probleml(var PA
Problem attribute;
var LA
Ladder_Attribute);
begin
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end;

{--------------------------}

procedure adva·n ced_problem2 (var PA : Problem attribute;
var LA
Ladder_Attribute);
begin
end;
{----------~---------------}

procedure advanced_problem3(var ~A
var LA
begin

Problem attribute;
Ladder_Attribute);

end;

{--------------------------}

begin (* advanced Problem Selection *)
case PA.advanced count of
1: advanced-probleml(PA,LA);
2: advanced-problem2(PA,LA);
3: advanced-problem3(PA,LA);
end;
(* case *) end;
(* advanced Problem Selection *)

{----------------------------------------------------------}

begin (* Begin Of Level Selection *)
case PA.Level of
'A' ,'a'
begin
Advanced(PA,LA);
end;
'B' ,'b'
begin
Basic (PA, LA);
end;
'I' , ' i '
begin
Intermediate(PA,LA);
end;
end; (* end of case *)
end;

CALGR.PAS LISTING
procedure Compute_and_Select_Graph(
var a
plotarray;
LA
Ladder Attribute;
var PA
Problem Attribute;
var DI
Dep Indep Var;
var GA : Graph Attribute;
var NoGraph: Boolean);
var
ch : char;
(* ------------------------------------------------------ *)
overlay procedure Basic(var a
: plotarr~y;
LA
Ladder Attribute;
var PA
Problem Attribute;
var DI : Dep Indep Var;
·
· var GA : Graph Attribute;
var NoGraph: Boolean);
(*
*)
(*
*)
procedure basic_probleml(var a
plotarray;
Ladder Attribute;
LA
var PA
Problem Attribute;
Dep
Indep Var;
var DI
var GA
Graph Attribute;
var NoGr.aph: Boolean);
type
data = record
choicel
char;
choice2 : char;
end;
var
g
: data;
{
}
procedure get menu;
{ display the dependent variable }
begin
gotoxy(35,15);
5. X" ');
write ( '1. X
3. x''
gotoxy(35,16);
write ( '2. Y
4 • Y' '
6 • Y" ' ) ;
gotoxy(35,20); write('PLEASE ENTER YOUR SELECTION==> ');
end;
{ ---------------~---------------------------------------- }

--------------------------------------------------------
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procedure get menuO;
begin
gotoxy(33,13); write('
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE');
gotoxy(33,21); write('(C)ONTINUE
');
gotoxy(35,24); write('PLEASE ENTER YOUR SELECTION==> ');
end;

--------------------------------------------------------

{
}
procedure Select_Independent_variable(
var g
Data;
var DI
Dep Indep Var;
var GA
Graph Attribute;
LA
Ladder_Attribute);
var
ch : char;
begin
Cleanup;
GA.Xmin:=O;
{ minimum value for independent variable }
GA.Xmax:=LA.Yo/LA.Vw;
get menuO;
gotoxy(33,16); write('DEFAULT MINIMUM VALUE');
gotoxy(33,18); write('
T = ',GA.Xmin:3:1,'
SEC');
gotoxy(33,20); write('(N)EW MINIMUM VALUE
');
repeat
read ( kbd, ch) ;
ch:=upcase(ch);
if ch='N' then
begin
repeat
gotoxy ( 41 , 18 ) ;
write ( '
' );
gotoxy(41,18);
read(GA.Xmin); write(' SEC');
until GA.Xmin<GA.Xmax;
end;
until ch in ['c' ,'C'];
get menuO;
gotoxy(33,16); write('DEFAULT MAXIMUM VALUE ');
gotoxy(33,18); write('
T = ',GA.Xmax:3:1,'
SEC');
gotoxy(33,20); write('(N)EW MAXIMUM VALUE ');
repeat
read(kbd,ch);
ch:=upcase(ch);
if ch='N' then
begin
repeat
gotoxy(41,18);
write('
');
gotoxy(41,18);
read(GA.Xmax); write(' SEC');
untii (GA.Xmax<LA.YO/LA.Vw) OR (GA.Xmax=LA.Yo/LA.Vw);
end;
until ch in ['c' ,'C'];
end;
{

--------------------------------------------------------

}
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procedure Select Dependent variable(var g : Data);
begin
cleanup;
gotoxy(33,13); write('SELECT DEPENDENT VARIABLE');
get_menu;
repeat
gotoxy(68,19);
read(kbd,g.choicel);
until g.choicel in ['1' .. '6'];
end;
{
}
procedure Compute_Points(var a
Plotarray;
LA
Ladder Attribute;
GA
Graph Attribute;
var DI
Dep_Indep_Var;
g
Data;
var NoGraph
boolean);
var
f
real;
{ factor to be added to intial time }
t
real;
{ initial time
}
i
integer; { loop variable counter
}
dl: real;
{ substitution value
}
}
d2: real;
{
=
=
}
sl: real;
{
=
=
}
s2: real;
{
=
=
begin
{ t , x }
case g.choicel of
' 1 ' . : begin
{ X ( t ) = [ L - 2 - ( Yo - Vw * t ) - 2 ] - ( 1I2 ) }
DI • dep: = ' X' ;
f:=(GA.Xmax-GA.Xmin)/50;
t:=GA.Xmin;
for i:=l to 50 do
begin
a[i,l]:=t;
sl:=sqr(LA.Yo-LA.Vw*t);
s2:=LA.L*LA.L;
a[i,2]:=sqrt(s2-sl);
t:=t+f;
end;
end;
{------------------------------~---------------------}
'2'
:begin
{ Y(t)=Yo-Vw*t }
DI . dep: = ' Y' ;
f:=(GA.Xmax-GA.Xmin)/50;
t:=GA.Xmin;
for i:=l to 50 do
begin
a[i,l]:=t;
a[i,2]:=LA.Yo-LA.Vw*t;
t:=t+f;
end;
end;

--------------------------------------------------------
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{----------------------------------------------------}
'3'
:begin
{ X'=[Y(t)*Vw] I X(t) }
DI . dep: = 'X' ' ' ;
f:=(GA.Xmax-GA.Xmin)/50;
. t:=GA.Xmin;
for i:=l to 50 do
begin
dl:=LA.Yo-LA.Vw*t;
sl:=sqr(LA.L);
s2:=sqr(dl);
d2:=sqrt(sl-s2);
a[i,l]:=t;
a[i,2]:=(dl*LA.Vw)/d2;
t:=t+f;
end;
end;

{----------------------------------------------------}
'4'
:begin
{ Y'=-Vw }
DI . dep: = 'Y' ' ' ;
f:=(GA.Xmax-GA.Xmin)/50;
t:=GA.Xmin;
for i:=l to 50 do
begin
a[i,l]:=t;
a[i,2]:=-LA.Vw;
t:=t+f;
end;
end;

{----------------------------------------------------}
'5'
:begin
{ X"= (Vw/X) [-Vw-(1/Vw)*(dx/dt) ... 2] }
DI.dep:='X"';
f:=(GA.Xmax-GA.Xmin)/50;
t:=GA.Xmin;
for i:=l to 50 do
begin
a[i,l]:=t;
sl:=sqr(LA.Yo-LA.Vw*t);
s2:=LA.L*LA.L;
sl:=sqrt(s2-sl);
{ X}
s2:=(LA.Yo-LA.Vw*t)/Sl;
{ Y/X }
s2:=sqr(s2);
a[i,2]:=(-sqr(LA.Vw)*(l+s2))/sl;
t:=t+f;
end;
end;

{----------------------------------------------------}
'6'
: begin
{ maximum value for Y" }
end;
end;

NoGraph := false;
end;
{case}
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--------------------------------------------------------

{
begin
NoGraph := true;
Select Independent variable(g,DI,GA,LA);
Select-Dependent variable(g);
Compute Points(a~LA,GA,DI,g,NoGraph);
DI.INDEP:='T';
end;

}

{----------------------------------------------------------}
plotarray;

procedure basic problem2(var a
LA
var PA
var DI
var GA
var NoGraph:
begin
gotoxy(33,2);
write('LEVEL: BASIC
gotoxy(33,3); write('
');
end;

Ladder Attribute;
Problem Attribute;
Dep Indep Var;
Graph Attribute;
Boolean);
PROBLEM: 2 ');

{----------------------------------------------------------}
plotarray;

procedure basic problem3(var ~
.LA
var PA
var DI
var GA
var NoGraph:
begin
gotoxy(33,2);
·write('LEVEL: BASIC
gotoxy(33,3); write('
');
end;

Ladder Attribute;
Problem Attribute;
bep Indep Var;
Graph Attribute;
Boolean);
PROBLEM: 3 ');

{----------------------------------------------------------}
plotarray;

procedure basic problem4(var a
LA
var PA
var DI :
var GA
var NoGraph:
begin
gotoxy(33,2);
write('LEVEL: BASIC
gotoxy(33,3); write('
');
end;

Ladder Attribute;
Problem Attribute;
Dep Indep Var;
Graph Attribute;
Boolean);
PROBLEM: 4 ');

{----------------------------------------------------------}
plotarray;

procedure basic problemS(var a
LA
var PA
var DI
var GA
var NoGraph:

Ladder Attribute;
Problem Attribute;
Dep Indep Var;
Graph Attribute;
Boolean);
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begin
gotoxy(33,2);
write('LEVEL: BASIC
gotoxy(33,3); write('
');
end;

PROBLEM: 5 ');

{----------------------------------------------------------}
plotarray;

procedure basic_problem6(var a
LA
var PA
var DI
var GA
var NoGraph:
begin
gotoxy(33,2);
write('LEVEL: BASIC
gotoxy(33,3); write('
');
end;

Ladder Attribute;
Problem Attribute;
Dep Indep Var;
Graph Attribute;
Boolean);
PROBLEM: 6 ');

{----------------------------------------------------------}

begin (* Basic Problem Selection *)
case PA.basic count of
1: basic-probleml(a,LA,PA,DI,GA,NoGraph);
2: basi.c - problem2 (a, LA, PA, DI, GA, NoGraph) ;
3: basic-problem3(a,LA,PA,DI,GA,NoGraph);
4: basic-Problem4(a,LA,PA,DI,GA,NoGraph);
5: basic - problems (a, LA, PA,-DI, GA,NoGraph) ;
6: basic-problem6(a,LA,PA,DI,GA,NoGraph);
end;
( * case-*)
end;
(* ~nd of Basic Problem Selection *)

{----------------------------------------------------------}

overlay procedure Intermediate(var a
: plotarray;
LA
Ladder Attribute;
var PA
Problem Attribute;
var DI
Dep Indep Var;
var GA
Graph Attribute;
var NoGraph: Boolean);

(*
(*

procedure intermediate_probleml(var a
LA :
var PA
var DI
var GA
var NoGraph:
begin
gotoxy(33,2);
write('LEVEL: INTERMEDIATE
gotoxy(33,3); write('
');
end;

*)

*)

plotarray;
Ladder Attribute;
Problem Attribute;
Dep Indep Var;
Graph Attribute;
Boolean);
PROBLEM: 1 ');

{----------------------------------------------------------}

procedure intermediate_problem2(var a
plotarray;
LA : Ladder_Attribute;
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var PA
var DI
var GA
var NoGraph:
begin
gotoxy(33,2);
write('LEVEL: INTERMEDIATE
gotoxy(33,3); write('
');
end;

Problem Attribute;
Dep Indep Var;
Graph Attribute;
Boolean);
PROBLEM

2

');

{----------------------------------------------------------}
plotarray;

procedure intermediate_problem3(var a
LA
var PA
var DI
var GA
var NoGraph:
begin
gotoxy(33,2);
write('LEVEL: INTERMEDIATE
gotoxy(33,3); write('
');
end;

Ladder Attribute;
Problem Attribute;
Dep Indep Var;
Graph Attribute;
Boolean);
PROBLEM: 3 ');

{---------------------------------------~------------------}

procedure intermediate problem4(var a
LA
var PA
var DI
var GA
var NoGraph:
begin
gotoxy(33,2);
write('LEVEL: INTERMEDIATE
gotoxy(33,3); write('
');
end;

plotarray;
Ladder Attribute;
Problem Attribute;
Dep Indep Var;
Graph Attribute;
Boolean);
PROBLEM: 4 ');

{----------------------------------------------------------}
plotarray;

procedure intermediate problemS(var a
LA
var PA
var DI
var GA
var NoGraph:
begin
gotoxy(33,2);
write('LEVEL: INTERMEDIATE
gotoxy(33,3); write('
');
end;

Ladder Attribute;
Problem Attribute;
Dep Indep Var;
Graph Attribute;
Boolean);
PROBLEM: 5 ');

{----------------------------------------------------------}

begin (* Intermediate Problem Selection *)
case PA.intermediate count of
1: intermediate-probleml(a,LA,PA,DI,GA,NoGraph);
2: intermediate-problem2(a,LA,PA,DI,GA,NoGraph);
3: intermediate=problem3(a,LA,PA,DI,GA,NoGraph);
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4: intermediate_Problem4(a,LA,PA,DI,GA,NoGraph);
5: intermediate_problemS(a,LA,PA,DI,GA,NoGraph);
end;
( * case * )
end;
(* Intermediate Problem Selection *)

{----------------------------------------------------------}

overlay procedure advanced(var a
: plotarray;
LA
Ladder Attribute;
var PA
Problem Attribute;
var DI
Dep Indep Var;
var . GA
Graph Attribute;
var NoGraph: Boolean);
*)
(*
*)
(*
procedure advanced_probleml(var a
plotarray;
Ladder Attribute;
LA
var PA
Problem Attribute;
var DI
Dep Indep Var;
var GA : Graph Attribute;
var NoGraph: Boolean);
begin
gotoxy(33,2);
write('LEVEL
ADVANCED
PROBLEM
1 ');
gotoxy(33,3);
write ( '
' );
end;

{----------------------------------------------------------}
plotarray;

procedure advanced problem2(var a .
LA
var PA
var DI
var GA
var NoGraph:
begin
gotoxy(33,2);
write('LEVEL
ADVANCED
gotoxy(33,3);
write ( '
end;

Ladder Attribute;
Problem Attribute;
Dep Indep Var;
Graph Attribute;
Boolean);
PROBLEM

2 ');
' );

{----------------------------------------------------------}
plotarray;

procedure advanced problem3(var a
LA
var PA
var DI
var GA
var NoGraph:
begin
gotoxy(33,2);
ADVANCED
write ( 'LEVEL
gotoxy(33,3);
write('

Ladder Attribute;
Problem Attribute;
Dep Indep Var;
Graph Attribute;
Boolean);
PROBLEM

3

' );

'

) ;
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end;

_

{----------------------------------------------------------}

begin (* advanced Problem Selection *)
case PA.advanced count of
1: ·. adva.n ced-probleml (a, LA, PA, DI, GA,NoGraph) ;
2: advanced-problem2(a,LA,PA,DI,GA,NoGraph);
3: advanced-problem3(a,LA,PA,DI,GA,NoGraph);
end;
(* case *) end;
(* advanced Problem Selection *)

{----------------------------------------------------------}

begin (* Begin Of Level Selection *)
case PA.Level of
'A' ,'a'
begin
Advanced(a,LA,PA,DI,GA,NoGraph);
end;
'B' ,'b'
begin
Basic(a,LA,PA,DI,GA,NoGraph);
end;
'I' , ' i '
begin
Intermediate(a,LA,PA,DI,GA,NoGraph);
end;
end; (* end of case *)
end;

CALCUL.PAS LISTING
procedure Continue_With_Problem(LA
Ladder Attribute;
.
PA
Problem_Attribute);
type Answers=Array[l •. 5] of real;
Correct- Answer - Rec=record
Correct Answer
real;
pointer=to_ans : string[l];
Answer
Answers;
Info
String[15];
condition
boolean;
end;
var
A
Correct_Answer_Rec;
(*
*)
(* ------------------------------------------------------ *)
(*
*)
procedure Build Solution Array(var A:Correct Answer Rec);
var { take the-correct solution and makes the ran.-array}
i,z,w : integer;
st
: STRING[l];
begin
for i:=l to 5 do A.Answer[i]:=O;
{ intialize all to 0 }
for i:=l to 5 do
begin
z:=random(S)+l;
{ possible values (0-4)+1 }
w:=random(lO);
A.Answer[i]:=(z+i)*A.Correct Answer/(z+l)-w;
end;
z:=random(S)+l;
{ possible values (0-4) }
if z>4 then z:=4;
A.Answer[z]:=A.Correct Answer;
str(z,st);
A.pointer to ans:=st; { convert integer to char }
if A.condition then A.pointer_to_ans:='5';
end;
{
}

procedure Print The Solution Array(A:Correct Answer Rec);
label finish; var
i
: integer;
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char;
ch
string[l];
chl
char;
ch2
code
integer;
begin
ch2:=chr(016);
ch:='l';
i:=l;
gotoxy(38,15+i);
write(ch,')
',A.Answer[i]:6:2,'
',A.Info);
ch:=succ(ch);
for i:=2 to 4 do
begin
gotoxy(38,15+i);
write(ch,')
',A.Answer[i]:6:2);
ch:=succ(ch);
end;
gotoxy(38,20);
write('S) NONE OF THE ABOVE');
repeat
gotoxy(33,22);
write('
');
gotoxy(33,24);
write('
');
gotoxy(33,24);
write('
CHOOSE ANSWER ==>ENTER 1 TO 5
');
read(kbd,chl);
case chl of
begin
'1', '2', '3', '4', '5'
val(chl,i,c.ode);
gotoxy(36,15+i); write(ch2);
end;
end; { end of case }
gotoxy(33,24);
write('
');
if chl=A.pointer to ans then
begin
gotoxy(33,22);
');
write('
<<<
CORREC~
>>>
gotoxy(33,24);
');
~rite('
CONTINUE==> HIT SPACE BAR
read(kbd,ch);
Flush(kbd);
goto finish;
end
else
begin
repeat
gotoxy(33,22);
write('
***
INCORRECT
***
');
gotoxy(33,24);
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write(' (R)E-ENTER
re ad ( kbd , ch ) ;
ch:=upcase(ch);
if (ch='C') or (ch='R') then
gotoxy(36,15+i); write(' ');
gotoxy( 33, 22);
write('
gotoxy(33,24);
·write('
until ch in ['c' ,'C' ,'r' ,'R'];
end;
until ch='C';
finish : write;
end;

(C)ONTINUE

{

}

overlay procedure Basic(LA : Ladder Attribute;
PA : Problem Attribute);
*)
(*
*)
(*
Ladder Attribute;
procedure basic_probleml(LA
Problem_Attribute);
PA
var
integer;
i
ch
char;
d
real;
pl
real;
p2
real;
begin
}
{ X(t)=[L-2-(Yo-Vw*t)-2]-1/2
{

}

d: =SQR( d);
d:=LA.Yo-LA.Vw*PA.Rl;
d:=sqr(LA.L)-d;
A. Info:=' FT' ;
A.Correct Answer:=sqrt(d);
p2:=A.Correct Answer;
Cleanup;
gotoxy(33,13); write('
A) Position, X(t)' );
Build Solution Array(A);
Print-The Solution Array(A);

{{ Y(t):=
---=---=--------=------------------------}
Yo-Vw*t}

A.Correct Answer:=LA.Yo-LA.Vw*PA.Rl;
A. Info:= ' FT' ;
Cleanup;
gotoxy(33,14); write('
A) Position, Y(t)');
Build_Solution_Array(A);

');

');
')

;
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Print_The_Solution_Array(A);
{
}
{X'=[Vw(Yo-Vw*t)]/[L-2-(Yo-Vw*t)-2]-1/2 }
d:=LA.Yo-LA.Vw*PA.Rl;
A.Info:='FT/SEC';
A.Correct_Answer:=(LA.Vw*d)/sqrt(sqr(LA.L)-sqr(d));
pl:=A.Correct Answer;
Cleanup;
gotoxy(33,14); write('
B) Velocity, X'' ');
Build Solution Array(A);
Print-The Solution Array(A);

------------------------------------------

{{Y'=-Vw
---=---=--------=------------------------}
}

A.Correct Answer:=-LA.Vw;
A.INFO:='FT/SEC';
Cleanup;
gotoxy(33,14); write(' B) Velocity, Y'' ');
Build Solution Array(A);
Print-The Solution Array(A);

{{x"(t)=
---=---=--------=------------------------}
Vw/x*[-vW-l/Vw(dx/dt)-2 }

A.Info:='FT/SEC';
A.Info:=concat(A.Info,chr(253));
A·. Correct Answer:= (LA. Vw/p2) * (-LA. Vw-SQR( pl) /LA. Vw);
Cleanup; gotoxy(33,14); write('
C) Acceleration, X"' );
Build Solution Array(A);
Print-The Solution Array(A);

{{Y"(t)=O}
---=---=--------=------------------------- }

A.Info:='FT/SEC';
A.Info:=concat(A.Info,chr(253));
A.Correct Answer:=O;
Cleanup; gotoxy(33,14); write('
C) Acceleration, Y"');
Build Solution Array(A);
Print=The_Solution_Array(A);
end;

{----------------------------------------------------------}

procedure basic problem2(LA
Ladder Attribute; .
PA: Problem_Attribute);
var
b : real;
d : real;
begin ·
{Vavg=Vw[(l-(1-a-2)-1/2)/a)]}
b:=LA.Yo/LA.L;
A.Info:=' FT/SEC';
Cleanup;
gotoxy(33,14); write('
Average Velocity, Vavg');
d:=sqrt(l-sqr(b));
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A.Correct Answer:=LA.Vw*((l-d)/b);
Build Solution Array(A);
Print-The Solution Array(A);
end;
-

{------------------------}

procedure basic_problem3(LA
Ladder Attribute;
PA
Problem_Attribute);
var
real;
d
real;
b
real;
s
begin
A.Info:='RAD';
Cleanup;
go toxy ( 3 3 , 14 ) ; write ( '
A ) Ang 1 e , ' , c hr ( 2 3 3 ) , ' ( t ) ' ) ;
b:=LA.Yo/LA.L;
S:=LA.Yo-LA.Vw*PA.Rl;
d:=sqrt(sqr(LA.L)-sqr(s));
A.Correct Answer:=arctan(s/d);
Build Solution Array(A);
Print-The Solution Array(A);

{----=---=--------=-------~-----------------------}

A.Info:='RAD/SEC';
Cleanup;
gotoxy(33,14);
write('
B) Rate of change,
d:=LA.Yo-LA.Vw*PA.Rl;
b: =sqr ( d);
s:=sqrt(sqr(LA.L)-b);
A.C-orrect Answer:=-LA.Vw/s;
Build Solution Array(A);
Print-The Solution Array(A);

',chr( 233),'' '(t) ');

{----=---=--------=-------------------------------}

A.Info:='RAD/SEC';
A.Info:=concat(A.Info,chr(253));
Cleanup;
gotoxy(33,14);
write ( '
c) Second der i va ti ve, ' , chr ( 2 3 3 ) , ' " ( t) ' ) ;
b:=sqr(LA.L)-b;
s:=sqr(b)*sqrt(b);
A.Correct Answer:=(sqr(LA.Vw)*d)/s;
Build Solution Array(A);
Print=The_Solution_Array(A);
end;
{----~-------------------}

procedure basic problem4(LA
PA
var
d
real;
s
real;
b
real;

Ladder Attribute;
Problem_Attribute);
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begin
A. Info:= ' FT' ;
A.Info:=concat(A.Info,chr(253));
Cleanup;
gotoxy(33,14);
write('
A) Triangular area, A(t)');
d:=LA.Yo~LA.Vw*PA.Rl;

s:=sqrt(sqr(LA.L)-sqr(d));
A.Correct Answer:=O.S*s*d;
{ area }
Build Solution Array(A);
Print-The Solution Array(A);

{----=---=--------=----------------------------}

A.Info:=concat(A.Info,'/SEC');
{ft-2/sec}
Cleanup;
gotoxy(33,14);
write(' B) Rate of change, A''');
b:=s;
d: =sqr ( d);
A.Correct Answer:=(LA.Vw*d)/(2*b)-0.5*b*LA.Vw;
Build Solution Array(A);
Print-The Solution Array(A);
end;
-

{------------------------}

procedure basic_problem5(LA
Ladder Attribute;
Problem_Attribute);
PA
var
alpha
real;
real;
b
s
real;
begin
alpha:=LA.Yo/LA.L;
A.Info:=' SEC';
Cleanup;
gotoxy(33,14);
write(' A) Time, Tmax');
s:=l/sqrt(2);
if alpha>s then
begin
A.Correct Answer:=(LA.L/LA.Vw)*(alpha-s);
Build Solution Array(A);
Print=The_Solution_Array(A);
end
else
begin
A.condition:=true;
A.Correct Answer:=(LA.L/LA.Vw)*(alpha-s);
Build Solution Array(A);
Print=The_Solution_Array(A);
end;

{--------------------------------------------------}

A.Info:='SEC';
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Cleanup;
gotoxy(33,14);
write('
B) Area, Amax');
if alpha>s then
begin
A.Correct_Answer:=(LA.L*LA.L)/4;
Build Solution Array(A);
Print-The Solution Array(A);
end
else
begin
A.condition:=true;
A.Correct Answer:=(LA.L*LA.Vw)/4;
Build Solution Array(A);
Print-The Solution Array(A);
end;
end;

{--------------------------}

procedure basic_problem6(LA : Ladder Attribute;
PA: Problem_Attribute);
begin
A.Info:='RAD/FT';
Cleanup;
gotoxy(33,14);
write('
B) Rate of change');
A.Correct Answer:=-2/LA.Yo;
Build Solution Array(A);
Print-The Solution Array(A);
end;
-

{--------------------------}

begin (* Basic Problem Selection *)
case PA.basic count of
1: basic-probleml(LA,PA);
2: basic-problem2(LA,PA);
3: basic-problem3(LA,PA);
4: basic-Problem4(LA,PA);
5: basic-problem5(LA,PA);
6: basic-problem6(LA,PA);
end;
( * case-*)
end;
(* end of Basic Problem Selection *)

{----------------------------------------------------------}

overlay procedure Intermediate(LA : Ladder_Attribute;
PA : Problem_Attribute);
*)
(*
*)
(*
procedure intermediate_probleml(LA
Ladder Attribute;
PA
Problem_Attribute);
begin
gotoxy(33,15);
write('LEVEL
INTERMEDIATE
PROBLEM
1 ' );
end;
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{--------------------------}

procedure intermediate_problem2(LA
PA
begin
gotoxy(33,15);
write( 'LEVEL : INTERMEDIATE
end;

Ladder Attribute;
Problem_Attribute);
PROBLEM: 2

');

{--------------------------}

procedure intermediate_problem3(LA
Ladder Attribute;
PA
Problem_Attribute);
begin
gotoxy(33,15);
write('LEVEL: INTERMEDIATE
PROBLEM : 3 ' ) ;
end;
{---------------- ~---------}
procedure intermediate_problem4(LA : Ladder Attribute;
Problem_Attribute);
PA
begin
gotoxy(33,15);
write( 'LEVEL : INTERMEDIATE
PROBLEM : 4 ' ) ;
end;

{--------------------------}

procedure intermediate_problemS(LA
PA
begin
gotoxy(33,15);
write('LEVEL: INTERMEDIATE
end;

Ladder Attribute;
Problem_Attribute);
PROBLEM

5 ');

{--------------------------}

begin (* Intermediate Problem Selection *)
case PA.intermediate count of
1: intermediate-probleml(LA,PA);
2: intermediate-problem2(LA,PA);
3: intermediate-problem3(LA,PA);
4: intermediate-Problem4(LA,PA);
5: intermediate-problemS(LA,PA);
end;
(* case *)
end;
(* Intermediate Problem Selection *)

{----------------------------------------------------------}

overlay procedure advanced(LA : Ladder Attribute;
PA: Problem_Attribute);
(*
(*
Ladder Attribute;
procedure advanced_probleml(LA
PA
Problem_Attribute);
begin
gotoxy(33,15);
PROBLEM: 1 ');
write('LEVEL: ADVANCED
end;

{--------------------------}

*)

*)
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procedure advanced_problem2(LA
PA
begin
gotoxy(33,15);
write('LEVEL: ADVANCED
end;

Ladder Attribute;
Problem_Attribute);

procedure advanced_problem3(LA
PA
begin
gotoxy(33,15);
write('LEVEL: ADVANCED
end;

Ladder Attribute;
Problem_Attribute);

{--------------------------}

PROBLEM: 2 ');

PROBLEM

3 ');

{--------------------------}

begin (* advanced Problem Selection *)
case PA.advanced count of
1: advanced-probleml(LA,PA);
2: advanced-problem2(LA,PA);
3: advanced-problem3(LA,PA);
end;
(* case *) end;
(* advanced Problem Selection *)

{----------------------------------------------------------}

begin (* Begin Of Level Selection *)
A.condition:=false;
case PA.Level of
'A' ,'a'
begin
Advanced(LA,PA);
end;
'B' ,'b'
begin
Basic ( LA , PA) ;
end;
'I' , ' i '
begin
Intermediate(LA,PA);
end;
end; (* end of case *)
end;

CROSS.PAS LISTING
program cross_references;
var
text;
af l
: boolean;
finished
: boolean;
finish
FunctionKey
boolean;
InKey
char;
{$I Graph.p}
{---------------------------------------~------------------}

procedure borderO;
var
i : byte;
begin
clearscreen;
for i:=20 to 60 do
begin gotoxy(i,5);
for i:=20 to 60 do
begin gotoxy(i,20);
for i:=S to 19 do
begin gotoxy(20,i);
for i:=S to 19 do
begin gotoxy(60,i);
for i:=7 to 17 do
begin
gotoxy(22,i);
write('
end;
end;

write(chr(223)); end;

{

write(chr(223)); end;

{ bottom }

write(chr(219)); end;

{

left

write(chr(219)); end;

{

right }

'

top

}

}

) ;

{----------------------------------------------------------}

Procedure screen2;
begin { screen 2 }
borderO;
CROSS REFERENCE INQUIRIES '
gotoxy(23,7);
write('Fl
BY PROBLEM
gotoxy(23,8);
write('
'
CROSS REFERENCE INQUIRIES '
gotoxy(23,ll); write('F2
BY TOPIC
gotoxy(23,12); write('
'
RETURN TO MAIN MENU');
gotoxy(23,15); write('F3
got.oxy(23,17); write('<< PLEASE ENTER YOUR CHOICE >> ' )
end;
{ end screen2 }

)
)
)
)

;
;
;
;

;

{----------------------------------------------------------}

procedure Cross_ref_Inquiry_By_Problem;
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label
finished;
var
ch : char;
begin
borderO;
gotoxy(22,7);
write(' 1. LADDER PROBLEM
gotoxy(22,8);
write('
gotoxy(22,9);
write('
topic-1
gotoxy(22,10);
topic-3 ·
write('
gotoxy(22,11);
write('
topic-7
gotoxy(22,12);
write('
topic-12
gotoxy(22,16);
write(' NEXT PROBLEM>> HIT SPACE BAR ');
gotoxy(22,18);
write(' RETURN TO MENU>> ENTER Q(UIT) ');
read(kbd,ch);
ch:=upcase(ch);
if ch='Q' then goto finished;

'

) ;

'

) ;

');
');
');
');

(*borderO;
-----------------------------------------------------*)

gotoxy(22,7);
write(' 2. SOME PROBLEM
');
gotoxy(22,8);
write('
');
gotoxy(22,9);
write('
topic-1
');
gotoxy(22,10);
write('
topic-4
');
gotoxy( 22, 11);
topic-7
write('
');
gotoxy(22,12);
write('
topic-16
');
gotoxy(22,16);
write(' NEXT PROBLEM>> HIT SPACE BAR ');
gotoxy(22,18);
write(' RETURN TO MENU>> ENTER Q(UIT) ');
read(kbd,ch);
ch:=upcase(ch);
if ch='Q' then goto finished;
(* ---------------------------------------------------- *)
borderO;
gotoxy(22,7);
write(' 3. SOME PROBLEM
');
write('
gotoxy(22,8);
');
topic-3
write('
gotoxy(22,9);
');
topic-4
write('
gotoxy(22,10);
');
topic-8
write('
gotoxy(22,11);
');
topic-19
write('
gotoxy(22,12);
');
gotoxy(22,16);
write(' NEXT PROBLEM>> HIT SPACE BAR ');
gotoxy(22,18);
write(' RETURN TO MENU>> ENTER Q(UIT) ');
read ( kbd, ch) ;
ch:=upcase(ch);
if ch='Q' then goto finished;
(* ---------------------------------------------------- *)
borderO;
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gotoxy(22,7);
write(' 4. SOME PROBLEM
');
gotoxy(22,8);
write('
');
gotoxy(22,9);
write('
. topic-1
');
gotoxy(22,10);
write('
topic-4
');
gotoxy(22,11);
write('
topic-5
');
gotoxy(22,12);
write('
topic-17
');
gotoxy(22,16);
write('
NEXT PROBLEM>> HIT SPACE BAR ');
gotoxy(-22,18);
write('
RETURN TO MENU>> ENTER Q(UIT) ');
read(kbd,ch);
ch:=upcase(ch);
if ch='Q' then goto finished;
(* ---------------------------------------------------- *)
borderO;
gotoxy(22,7);
write(' 5. SOME PROBLEM
');
write('
gotoxy(22,8);
');
gotoxy(22,9);
write('
topic-3
');
topic-4
gotoxy(22,10);
write('
');
topic-9
gotoxy(22,11);
write('
');
topic-18
gotoxy(22,12);
write('
');
gotoxy(22,16);
write('
NEXT PROBLEM>> HIT SPACE BAR ');
gotoxy(22,18);
write('
RETURN TO MENU>> ENTER Q(UIT) ');
read(kbd,ch);
ch:=upcase(ch);
if ch='Q' then goto finished;
(* ---------------------------------------------------- *)
borderO;
');
gotoxy(22,7);
write(' 6. SOME PROBLEM
');
write('
gotoxy(22,8);
topic-3
');
write('
gotoxy(22,9);
topic-8
');
write('
gotoxy(22,10);
topic-9
write('
gotoxy(22,11);
');
topic-12
write('
gotoxy(22,12);
');
gotoxy(22,16);
write('
NEXT PROBLEM>> HIT SPACE BAR ');
gotoxy(22,18);
write('
RETURN TO MENU>> ENTER Q(UIT) ');
read(kbd,ch);
ch:=upcase(ch);
if ch='Q' then goto finished;
(* ---------------------------------------------------- *)
borderO;
');
write(' 7. SOME PROBLEM
gotoxy(22,7);
write('
' )';
gotoxy ( 2 2 , 8 ) ;
topic-1
write('
');
gotoxy(22,9);
topic-3
write('
');
gotoxy(22,10);
topic-9
write('
');
gotoxy(22,11);
write ('
topic-14
');
gotoxy(22,12);
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gotoxy(22,16);
write('
NEXT PROBLEM>> HIT SPACE BAR
');
gotoxy(22,18);
write('
RETURN TO MENU>> ENTER Q(UIT) ');
read(kbd,ch);
ch:=upcase(ch);
if ch='Q' then goto finished;
(* ---------~------------------------------------------ *)
borderO;
gotoxy(22,7);
write(' 8. SOME PROBLEM
');
goto;x:y(22,8);
write('
');
gotoxy(22,9);
write('
topic-1
');
gotoxy(22,10);
write('
topic-3
');
gotoxy(22,11);
write('
topic-14
');
write('
gotoxy(22,12);
topic-16
');
gotoxy(22,16);
write('
NEXT PROBLEM>> HIT SPACE BAR
');
gotoxy(22,18);
write('
RETURN TO MENU>> ENTER Q(UIT) ');
read(kbd,ch);
ch:=upcase(ch);
if ch='Q' then goto finished;
(* ---------------------------------------------------- *)
borderO;
gotoxy(22,7);
write(' 9. SOME PROBLEM
');
write('
');
gotoxy(22,8);
topic-1
write('
');
gotoxy(22,9);
topic-8
write('
gotoxy(22,10);
');
topic-15
');
write('
gotoxy(22,11);
topic-20
');
write('
gotoxy(22,12);
gotoxy(22,16);
write('
NEXT PROBLEM>> HIT SPACE BAR
');
gotoxy( 22, 18);
write('
RETURN TO MENU>> ENTER Q(UIT) ');
read(kbd,ch);
ch:=upcase(ch);
if ch='Q' then goto finished;
(* ---------------------------------------------------- *)
borderO;
write(' 10. SOME PROBLEM
gotoxy(22,7);
');
write('
');
gotoxy(22,8);
topic-4
');
write('
gotoxy(22,9);
topic-8
write('
gotoxy(22,10);
');
topic-15
write('
');
gotoxy(22,11);
topic-20
write('
');
gotoxy(22,12);
gotoxy( 22, 16);
write('
NEXT PROBLEM>> HIT SPACE BAR
');
gotoxy(22,18);
write('
RETURN TO MENU>> ENTER Q(UIT) ');
read(kbd,ch);
ch:=upcase(.ch);

a2
if ch='Q' then goto finished;
finished: write('
');
end;
{

}

{----------------------------------------------------------}
{
}
procedure Cross ref Inquiry By Topic;
label
-- finished;
var
ch : char;
begin
borderO;
gotoxy(22,7);
write(' 1. SOME TOPIC
');
gotoxy(22,a);
write('
');
gotoxy(22,9);
write('
problem-1
');
gotoxy(22,10);
write('
problem-2
');
gotoxy(22,11);
write('
problem-6
');
gotoxy(22,12);
write('
problem-10
');
gotoxy(22,16);
write('
NEXT TOPIC>> HIT SPACE BAR ');
gotoxy(22,la);
write('
RETURN TO MENU>> ENTER Q(UIT) ');
read(kbd,ch);
ch:=upcase(ch);
if ch='Q' then goto finished;
(* ---------------------------------------------------- *)
borderO;
gotoxy(22,7);
write(' 2. SOME TOPIC
');
write('
gotoxy(22,a);
');
problem-s ·
write('
gotoxy(22,9);
');
problem-6
write('
gotoxy(22,10);
');
problem-a
gotoxy(22,11);
write('
');
write('
problem-10
gotoxy(22,12);
');
gotoxy(22,16);
write('
NEXT TOPIC>> HIT SPACE BAR ');
gotoxy(22,la);
write('
RETURN TO MENU>> ENTER Q(UIT) ');
read(kbd,ch);
ch: =upcase (ch) ;
if ch='Q' then goto finished;
(* ---------------------------------------------------- *)
borderO;
write(' 3. SOME TOPIC
gotoxy(22,7);
');
write('
gotoxy(22,a);
');
problem-3
write('
gotoxy(22,9);
');
problem-4
write('
gotoxy(22,10);
');
problem-a
write('
gotoxy(22,11);
');
problem-10
write('
gotoxy(22,12);
');
gotoxy(22,16);
write(' NEXT TOPIC>> HIT SPACE BAR ');
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gotoxy(22,18);
write(' _ :RETURN TO MENU >> ENTER Q(UIT) ');
read(kbd,ch);
ch:=upcase(ch);
if ch='Q' then goto finished;
(* ---------------------------------------------------- *)
borderO;
gotoxy(22,7);
write(' 4. SOME TOPIC
');
gotoxy(22,8);
write('
');
gotoxy(22,9);
write('
problem-3
');
gotoxy(22,10);
write('
problem-5
');
gotoxy(22,11);
write ('
problem-9
');
gotoxy(22,12);
write('
problem-10
');
gotoxy(22,16);
write('
NEXT TOPIC>> HIT SPACE BAR ');
gotoxy(22,18);
write('
RETURN TO MENU>> ENTER Q(UIT) ');
read(kbd,ch);
ch:=upcase(ch);
if ch='Q' then goto finished;
(* ---------------------------------------------------- *)
borderO;
gotoxy(22,7);
write(' 5. SOME TOPIC
');
gotoxy(22,8);
write('
');
write('
gotoxy(22,9);
problem-4
');
problem-6
gotoxy(22,10);
write('
');
problem-7
gotoxy(22,11);
write('
');
gotoxy(22,12);
write('
');
gotoxy(22,16);
write('
NEXT TOPIC>> HIT SPACE BAR ');
gotoxy(22,18);
write('
RETURN TO MENU>> ENTER Q(UIT) ');
read(kbd,ch);
ch:=upcase(ch);
if ch='Q' then goto finished;
(* ---------------------------------------------------- *)
borderO;
write(' 6. SOME TOPIC
gotoxy(22,7);
');
write('
gotoxy(22,8);
');
problem-1
write('
gotoxy(22,9);
');
problem-3
write('
');
gotoxy(22,10);
write ('
problem-7
');
gotoxy(22,11);
problem-a
write('
');
gotoxy(22,12);
problem-10
write('
');
gotoxy(22,13);
gotoxy(22,16);
write('
NEXT TOPIC>> HIT SPACE BAR ');
gotoxy(22,18);
write(' RETURN TO MENU>> ENTER Q(UIT) ');
read(kbd,ch);
ch:=upcase(ch);
if ch='Q' then goto finished;
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(* ---------------------------------------------------- *)
borderO;
gotoxy(22,7);
write(' 7. SOME TOPIC
');
gotoxy(22,8);
write('
');
gotoxy(22,9);
write('
problem-2
');
write('
gotoxy( 22, 10 .);
problem-3
');
write('
gotoxy(22,11);
problem-6
');
write('
problem-a
gotoxy(22,12);
');
problem-10
write('
gotoxy(22,13);
');
gotoxy(22,16);
write('
NEXT TOPIC>> HIT SPACE BAR ');
gotoxy(22,18);
write('
RETURN TO MENU>> ENTER Q(UIT) ');
read('kbd,ch);
ch:=upcase(ch);
if ch='Q' then goto finished;
(* -------------~-------------------------------------- *)
borderO;
gotoxy(22,7);
write(' 8. SOME TOPIC
');
gotoxy(22,8);
write('
');
problem-1
write('
gotoxy(22,9);
');
problem-3
gotoxy(22,10);
write('
');
problem-4
write('
');
gotoxy(22,11);
problem-6
write('
');
gotoxy(22,12);
');
gotoxy(22,13);
write('
gotoxy(22,16);
write('
NEXT TOPIC>> HIT SPACE BAR ');
gotoxy(22,18);
write('
RETURN TO MENU>> ENTER Q(UIT) ');
read(kbd,ch);
ch:=upcase(ch);
if ch='Q' then goto finished;
(* ---------------------------------------------------- *)
borderO;
');
write(' 9. SOME TOPIC
gotoxy(22,7);
');
write('
gotoxy(22,8);
problem-1
');
write('
gotoxy(22,9);
problem-3
');
write('
gotoxy(22,10);
problem-6
write('
');
gotoxy(22,11);
problem-7
write('
');
gotoxy(22,12);
problem-9
write('
');
gotoxy(22,13);
gotoxy(22,16);
write('
NEXT TOPIC>> HIT SPACE BAR ');
gotoxy(22,18);
write('
RETURN TO MENU>> ENTER Q(UIT) ');
read(kbd,ch);
ch:=upcase(ch);
if ch='Q' then goto finished;
(* ---------------------------------------------------- *)
borderO;
write(' 10. SOME TOPIC
');
gotoxy(22,7);
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gotoxy(22,8);
write('
');
gotoxy(22,9);
write('
problem-6
');
gotoxy(22,10);
write('
problem-7
');
gotoxy(22,11);
write('
');
gotoxy(22,12);
write('
');
write('
gotoxy(22,13);
');
gotoxy(22,16);
write(' NEXT TOPIC>> HIT SPACE BAR ');
gotoxy(22,18);
write('
RETURN TO MENU>> ENTER Q(UIT) ');
read(kbd,ch);
ch:=upcase(ch);
if ch='Q' then goto finished;
(* ---------------------------------------------------- *)
borderO;
gotoxy(22,7);
write(' 11. SOME TOPIC
');
gotoxy(22,8);
write('
');
gotoxy(22,9);
write('
problem-1
');
gotoxy(22,10);
write('
problem-4
');
gotoxy( 22, 11);
write('
problem-7
');
gotoxy(22,12);
write('
problem-10
');
gotoxy(22,13);
write('
');
gotoxy(22,16);
write('
NEXT TOPIC>> HIT SPACE BAR ');
gotoxy(22,18);
write('
RETURN. TO MENU>> ENTER Q(UIT) ');
read(kbd,ch);
·ch: =upcase (ch) ;
if ch='Q' then goto finished;
(* ---------------------------------------------------- *)
borderO;
');
write(' 12. SOME TOPIC
gotoxy(22,7);
');
write('
gotoxy(22,8);
problem-4
write('
gotoxy(22,9);
');
problem-5
');
write('
gotoxy(22,10);
problem-10
write('
gotoxy( 22, 11);
');
write('
gotoxy( 22, 12);
');
');
write('
gotoxy( 22, 13);
gotoxy(22,16);
write(' NEXT TOPIC>> HIT SPACE BAR ');
gotoxy(22,18);
write('
RETURN TO MENU>> ENTER Q(UIT) ');
read(kbd,ch);
ch:=upcase(ch);
if ch='Q' then goto finished;
(* ------~--------------------------------------------- *)
borderO;
write(' 13. SOME TOPIC
');
gotoxy(22,7);
write ('
');
gotoxy(22,8);
write('
problem-6
');
gotoxy(22,9);
write('
problem-7
go toxy ( 2 2 , 10 ) ;
');

a6
gotoxy(22,11);
write('
problem-a
');
gotoxy(22,12);
write('
');
gotoxy(22,13);
write('
');
gotoxy(22,16);
write('
NEXT TOPIC>> HIT SPACE BAR ');
gotoxy(22,la);
write('
RETURN TO MENU>> ENTER Q(UIT) ');
read(kbd,ch);
. ch: =upcase (ch) ;
if ch='Q' then goto finished;
(* ---------------------------------------------------- *)
borderO;
gotoxy(22,7);
write(' 14. SOME TOPIC
');
gotoxy(22,a);
write('
');
gotoxy(22,9);
write('
problem-2
');
gotoxy(22,10);
write('
problem-3
');
gotoxy(22,11);
write('
problem-10
');
gotoxy(22,12);
write('
');
gotoxy(22,13);
write('
');
gotoxy(22,16);
write(' NEXT TOPIC>> HIT SPACE BAR ');
gotoxy( 22, 1a.);
write('
RETURN TO MENU>> ENTER Q(UIT) ');
read(kbd,ch);
ch:=upcase(ch);
if ch='Q' then goto finished;
(* ---------------------------------------------------- *)
borderO;
gotoxy(22,7);
write(' 15. SOME TOPIC
');
gotoxy(22,a);
write('
');
problem-1 ·
write ('
gotoxy(22,9);
');
problem-7
write('
');
gotoxy(22,10);
');
write('
gotoxy(22,11);
');
write('
gotoxy(22,12);
');
write('
gotoxy(22,13);
gotoxy(22,16);
write(' NEXT TOPIC>> HIT SPACE BAR ');
gotoxy(22,la);
write(' RETURN TO MENU>> ENTER Q(UIT) ');
read(kbd,ch);
ch:=upcase(ch);
if ch='Q' then goto finished;
(* ---------------------------------------------------- *)
borderO;
');
write(' 16. SOME TOPIC
gotoxy(22,7);
');
write ( '
gotoxy(22,a);
problem-6
');
write('
gotoxy(22,9);
problem-7
write('
');
gotoxy(22,10);
problem-a
write('
');
gotoxy(22,ll);
problem-9
write('
');
gotoxy( 22, 12);
write('
');
gotoxy(22,13);
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gotoxy(22,16);
write('
NEXT TOPIC>> HIT SPACE BAR ');
gotoxy(22,18);
write('
RETURN TO MENU>> ENTER Q(UIT) ');
read(kbd,ch);
ch:=upcase(ch);
if ch='Q' then goto finished;
(* ---------------------------------------------------- *)
borderO;
gotoxy(22,7);
write(' 17. SOME TOPIC
');
gotoxy(22,8);
write('
');
gotoxy(22,9);
write('
problem-1
');
gotoxy(22,10);
write('
problem-7
');
gotoxy(22,11);
write('
' );
gotoxy(22,12);
write('
');
_gotoxy(22,13);
write('
');
gotoxy(22,16);
write('
NEXT TOPIC>> HIT SPACE BAR ');
gotoxy(22,18);
write('
RETURN TO MENU>> ENTER Q(UIT) ');
read(kbd,ch);
ch:=upcase(ch);
if ch='Q' then goto finished;
(* ---------------------------------------------------- *)
borderO;
gotoxy(22,7);
write(' 18. SOME TOPIC
');
gotoxy(22,8);
write('
');
problem-3
gotoxy(22,9);
write('
');
problem-5
write('
gotoxy(22,10);
');
problem-10
write('
');
gdtoxy(22,11);
write('
gotoxy(22,12);
');
');
write('
gotoxy(22,13);
gotoxy(22,16);
write(' NEXT TOPIC>> HIT SPACE BAR ');
gotoxy(22,18);
write('
RETURN TO MENU>> ENTER Q(UIT) ');
read(kbd,ch);
ch:=upcase(ch);
if ch='Q' then goto finished;
(* ------------------------------~--------------------- *)
borderO;
write(' 19. SOME TOPIC
');
gotoxy(22,7);
write('
');
gotoxy(22,8);
problem-a
write('
gotoxy(22,9);
');
problem-9
write('
gotoxy(22,10);
');
');
write('
gotoxy(22,11);
write('
');
gotoxy(22,12);
write('
');
gotoxy(22,13);
gotoxy(22,16);
write(' NEXT TO~IC >>HIT SPACE BAR ');
gotoxy(22,18);
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write('
RETURN TO MENU>> ENTER Q(UIT) ');
read(kbd,ch);
ch:=upcase(ch);
if ch='Q' then goto finished;
(* ---------------------------------------------------- *)
. borderO;
gotoxy(22,7);
write(' 20. SOME TOPIC
');
gotoxy(22,8);
write ('
');
gotoxy(22,9);
write('
problem-1
');
gotoxy(22,10);
write('
problem-6
');
gotoxy(22,11);
write('
problem-a
');
gotoxy(22,12);
write('
problem-9
');
gotoxy(22,13);
write('
problem-10
');
gotoxy(22,16);
write('
NEXT TOPIC>> HIT SPACE BAR ');
gotoxy(22,18);
write('
RETURN TO MENU>> ENTER Q(UIT) ');
read(kbd,ch);
ch:=upcase(ch);
if ch='Q' then goto finished;
(* ---------------------------------------------------- *)
finished: write('
');
end;
{**********************************************************}
{********
F 2 CHOICE
**********}
{**********************************************************}
{

Function GetKey(var FunctionKey : boolean) : char;
var
ch : char;
begin
read(kbd,ch);
if (ch = #27) AND KeyPressed
Then { it must be a function key }
begin
read(kbd,ch);
FunctionKey := true;
end
else FunctionKey := false;
GetKey := ch;
end;
{ end of GetKey }

}

{----------------------------------------------------------}

Procedure DoCommand(FunctionKey: char);
begin
case FunctionKey of
';'
Cross Ref Inquiry By Problem;
'<' :
Cross-Ref-Inquiry-By-Topic;
'='
beginfinish :=false; { return to main menu }
end;
end;
{ case end }
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end;

{----------------------------------}

begin
{ begin of F2 procedure }
ClearScreen;
finish:=true;
repeat
screen2;
InKey := GetKey(functionKey);
If FunctionKey then Docomrnand(upcase(InKey))
until not finish;
assign(afl,'filel.com');
execute(afl);
end.
{ end of F2 procedure }
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